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ABSTRACT
The role of nonpublic schools within American society
has often been debated and challenged, yet for over three
hundred and fifty years such schools have existed within
what is now the united states.

A significant portion of

these nonpublic schools have been parochial schools operated
by Lutheran denominations.
Lutheran parochial schools were established by most
European Lutheran immigrant groups to the united states, but
the majority were established by German immigrants.

German

Lutheran immigrants to the united states initially
established and maintained parochial schools to perpetuate
their language, their culture, and their doctrinal
standards.
During World War I, extraordinary pressures from
society and from the state came to bear on German Lutheran
parochial schools.

This study examined the public opinions

and state policies within Nebraska from 1915-1925, as
applied to German Lutheran parochial schools.

The symbolic

approach toward organizations was the analytical frame used
for this study.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The role of nonpublic schools within American society
has often been debated and challenged, yet for over three
hundred and fifty years such schools have existed within
what is now the United states (Cremin, 1970).

The initial

schools within the area embraced by the original British
colonies constituted the origins of American education.
such schools traced their philosophies, their structures,
and their histories back to the European Renaissance and
Reformation.

The transplanting of religious and educational

institutions to the New World as part of the colonizing
process of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries served
as the foundation for education within the new American
society (Niebuhr, 1937).

Because of the diverse background

of early American colonists, and the total lack of any
existing, unifying educational opportunity, most communities
established their own schools.

These schools emphasized a

preservation and continuance of their culture, language, and
religion (Tyack & Hansot, 1982).
With the rise of the common school movement in the
nineteenth century, a new educational structure was
beginning.

Instead of church schools, the entire community

would provide an education for the young.

Religion was
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still to be a major component within the new common schools,
but instead of a single, denominational emphasis, a "PanProtestant" doctrine would be espoused and inculcated
(Marty, 1970).

Each denomination would then reinforce

specific religious tenets in newly established Sunday
Schools (Boylan, 1973).

Besides a basic tradition of

Protestant beliefs founded upon biblical references, the
early common schools also espoused a distinct "millennial"
epistemology signifying a gradual triumph of Christian
principles throughout the world with Christ, and America as
His chosen nation, at the head (Tulveson, 1968).

America

was considered by many within the common school movement to
be the vanguard of this new movement, and with the new
common schools boldly proclaiming the Gospel, teaching waves
of new immigrants English, and "Americanizing" them in their
new-found horne, a truly millennial society would soon emerge
(Tulveson, 1968).
Although the common schools expanded rapidly, and many
denominational schools closed, a significant number of
deviants resisted.

Not all wished to embrace a Pan-

Protestant philosophy.

Catholics and Jews maintained, and

even expanded, their parochial school systems (Cremin,
1980).

Not all immigrants were so eager to give up their

language and have their children so rapidly become
"Americanized."

Even some Protestants resisted the common
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school movement because it openly attempted to inculcate a
minimalistic religious unionism that amounted to a distinct
religion (Damm, 1963), and a sense of nationalism bordering
on worship of the state and flag (Cubberley, 1934).
By the end of the nineteenth century, even prominent
educational leaders within the common school system were
rejecting the religious element that so pervaded American
public schools.

John Dewey (1909), and other leaders of the

progressive education movement, led efforts to improve
public education and strengthen its role within society by
making schools no longer mere educational institutions but
agencies for social change.

It was during this movement

that nonpublic education became increasingly suspect
(cremin, 1961).

Nonpublic schools predominantly employed

teachers who were not graduates of emerging state normal
schools and teachers' colleges (Tyack & Hansot, 1982).
Nonpublic schools, especially in communities dominated by
recent waves of immigrants, did not even offer education
based in English, but in the native language of the
immigrant community (Nelson, 1975).

Because of such

deviance, and because of increasing societal fears that the
mass numbers of immigrants would detrimentally affect the
morality and the security of the nation (Cubberley, 1934),
late nineteenth century Americans reacted.
During these same years the women's Christian
Temperance Union convinced most states to adopt
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prohibitionist propaganda as a standard portion of
the public school curriculum. Just as naturally,
anxious Americans looked to their schools as a
bulwark of local defense, with increasing numbers
insisting that public education infuse a new
strength, a new cohesion, into the threatened
community. Many demanded a renewed emphasis in
the classroom upon Protestant doctrines. . . .
Gaining momentum was a hectic campaign to instill
patriotism through worship of the Constitution,
the flag, and America's heroes. . • . Like
prohibition, protection of the common school
served as a major line of battle with suspect
ethnic groups, colliding headlong with the aroused
sensitivities of Irish and German descendants
(Wiebe, 1967).
International events contributed significantly to the
nativists' suspicion of ethnic communities of immigrants who
refused to attend American public schools, give up their
language, and otherwise enter the American way of life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness (Wiebe, 1967).
Increased tension on the European continent also had an
effect on domestic American affairs.

Xenophobia actually

increased after the united states, which had just won a
series of shockingly easy battles against the deteriorating
Spanish Empire, became an empire in its own right.
Significantly, American oppression of targeted minorities
has historically been harshest in eras of greatest economic
growth and opportunity (Edelman, 1964).

Irish resistance to

British dominion and German attempts to unify and create a
national power of their own identified both nationalities
within the United states as potential threats (Cubberley,
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1934).

The fact that both groups were assumed to have no

traditions of democracy--the Irish were perceived to be
blindly loyal to a despotic pope, and the Germans were
perceived to be blindly loyal to a despotic kaiser-combined to "prove" that these immigrants had no
appreciation for liberty or the democratic process and
therefore had to be watched and controlled (Cubberley,
1934).
concern.

In particular, their nonpublic schools were a
Public opinion and legislative action clearly were

opposed to such schools, even though they were often small
and isolated within pockets of ethnic concentrations
(Nelson, 1975).
The outbreak of World War I in no way alleviated the
concern over nonpublic education.

with Germany as one of

the major warring parties, and with Germans being the second
largest ethnic group within the united states (second only
to British descendants), nonpublic schools using German as
their language of instruction were obvious focal points
(Zabel, 1955).

Widespread American sentiment initially

favoring nonentry into the war helped defuse some of the
negative
schools.

~ttention

received by German language parochial

However, once the united states entered the war,

adverse public opinion became focused externally toward
Germany and internally toward the German immigrant
communities and their parochial schools (Manley, 1964).
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Intense public opinion and political pressure came to bear
against these schools.

German speaking parochial schools

and their sponsoring churches were painted yellow, and on
several occasions burned.

Pastors and teachers in such

congregations and schools were daubed with yellow paint,
made to kiss the American flag, even occasionally beaten,
tarred, and whipped (Luebke, 1968).

Hundreds of German

Lutheran and Catholic schools across the united states
closed, but thousands more remained open throughout the war
and well beyond, many existing to the present day (Nelson,
1975) .
Purpose of the study
The purpose of this study was to examine public opinion
and state policy in regard to nonpublic education during an
era of perceived national crisis--in this case,

1~\15-1925-

to analyze symbols developed and applied to the crisis at
hand.

Formation of public opinion was analyzed.

and state educational policy was investigated.

state law
The

organized response of communities affected by such public
opinion and state regulation was also examined.
This study focused on the state of Nebraska, which has
been selected for several reasons.

It had a significant

population of German immigrants and German descendants who
sought to preserve their cultural, religious, and linguistic
identities by maintaining their own parochial schools in
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which German was the primary language of instruction (Beck,
1939).

Despite the large German population in Nebraska,

very few German Lutherans or their descendants were involved
in the political arena.

Therefore, other groups in

positions of power and authority had an opportunity to
exercise political power over this significant portion of
the state's population (Manley, 1964).

Finally, Nebraska

was a state heavily influenced by the philosophies of John
Dewey and other progressive education movement leaders.
Nebraska's legislature and its councils of defense had
adopted several progressive recommendations and were
consistent in their efforts to regulate, curtail, and even
eliminate nonpublic education within the state (cremin,
1961).

The state legislature enacted law which impacted

against nonpublic school systems (siman Act, 1919).

The

state judicial system supported such opinions and repeatedly
upheld such legislation (Meyer v. Nebraska, 1922).
The time frame for this study was the years of 1915
through 1925.

This was the time frame of increasing, and

eventual, American involvement in World War I.

Public

opinion within the state could be clearly examined in
newspapers as the nation moved toward war.
The group to be studied in Nebraska during this period
was German Lutherans.

German Lutherans were quite active in

efforts to establish their own small communities and
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schools, and thus preserve their cultural identity,
religion, and language (Graebner, 1965).

Two distinct

German Lutheran philosophies gradually emerged in Nebraska.
These reactions to public opinion and Nebraska state policy
were available for examination.
This study provided an opportunity to examine how
public opinion and public policy could be shaped during an
era of perceived national crisis, who would be advantaged
and disadvantaged by such opinion and policy, and how those
disadvantaged by such opinion and policy would react.

It

also shed some light on the inherent tensions between the
goals of universal educational experience and the
constitutionally preserved option of sectarian education.
statement of the Problem
The purpose of this research was to provide a
systematic, analytical examination of state educational
policy, and the subsequent reaction to that policy, in an
era of perceived national crisis.

Two questions were

examined in this analysis:
1.

How did World War I, and America's eventual entry
into that war, create symbols that affected public
opinion and Nebraska state policy regarding the
regulation of German language, Lutheran elementary
schools?
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2.

What were the symbols produced and used by Germanspeaking Lutherans in response to public opinion
and Nebraska state educational policy regarding
the operation of Lutheran elementary schools
during World War I?

This study used content analysis to examine documents
regarding the questions of policy and organized reaction.
The symbolic approach of organizational theory was the
framework for such an analysis.

This symbolic approach

centered on concepts of meaning, belief, and faith.
The symbolic frame is most applicable in
organizations with unclear goals and uncertain
technologies. . . . The symbolic frame sees the
rush of organizational life as more fluid than
linear. . . . The symbolic approach assumes that
organizations are full of questions that cannot be
answered, problems that cannot be solved, and
events that cannot be understood or managed.
Whenever that is so, humans create and use symbols
to bring meaning out of chaos, clarity out of
confusion, and predictability out of mystery. To
cope with confusion, uncertainty, and chaos,
humans create MYTHS to provide explanations,
reconcile contradictions, and resolve dilemmas;
METAPHORS to make confusion comprehensible; and
SCENARIOS to provide directions for action in
uncharted and seemingly unchartable terrain
(Bolman & Deal, 1988).
In this study, myths, metaphors, and scenarios were
examined in historical documents in an effort to analyze
state-level public policy that sought to regulate nonpublic
education immediately before, during, and immediately after
World War I.

The state examined was Nebraska.

The

nonpublic educational system was the parochial schools
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associated with the German-speaking Lutheran congregations
common throughout the state of Nebraska during the time
frame of this study, 1915-1925.
Nebraska fit well into this organizational perception,
as did the German-speaking Lutheran congregations and
denominations.

The nation and the state of Nebraska were

perceived to be experiencing chaos, confusion, and
uncertainty.

Europe was locked in a major war.

The United

states was leaning toward, and finally joined, the Allies.
Thousands of new Nebraska state citizens, born in the
country of the enemy, resided across a state with poor
communication and transportation lines.

Many of these

immigrants insisted on retaining their native language and
establishing their own schools.

This was perceived as a

threat to national and state security.
The German Lutheran congregations and denominations, in
turn, also perceived themselves to be experiencing chaos,
confusion, and uncertainty.

They were certainly in

uncharted and seemingly unchartable terrain.

A significant

number of members did not even speak the predominant
language of their new country, a country that was
increasingly hostile to their presence.

Finally, they too

adopted myths, metaphors, and scenarios in an attempt to
cope.
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significance of the Problem
In 1870, Nebraska's population was 122,933; by 1910,
the population had grown to 1,192,214 (United states Census,
1910).

This increase of 1,069,221--a growth factor of

almost ten within forty years--was welcomed and encouraged,
but was almost totally unplanned and unorganized.
Furthermore, most of these immigrants tended to cluster
together in small communities, maintain their language and
traditions, and establish their own elementary schools to
perpetuate language and religion.

Because of their

insistence on retaining their language, their own schools,
and their own newspapers, use of the German language was not
being eliminated; rather, it was being maintained across
generations in literally scores of small villages and urban
centers across the state (Creigh, 1977).
The state of Nebraska acted upon these concerns through
regulation, legislative enactments, court proceedings, and
toleration of vigilante "justice" to enforce their policies.
These aggressive measures created varying degrees of
resistance and compliance from the German Lutheran
immigrants.

Groups that chose to resist experienced

vigilantism and state intrusion.

Groups that chose to

comply experienced public affirmation and state tolerance
(Manley, 1964).
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other states have, are currently, or may yet experience
mass immigration.

There are lessons to be learned on how

states can better anticipate immigration; better deal with
significant numbers of new state residents who speak another
language and wish to retain their cultural and linguistic
heritage; and better manage myths, metaphors and scenarios
in an effort to project symbols in a more positive manner.
Additionally, nonpublic education is itself a
continuing concern in some circles, state education
departments among them.

state regulatory mechanisms can be

sorted into two categories:

health or safety, and quality

of education assurances (Sacken, 1988).

The continuing

debate on the role of nonpublic schools within American
society focuses not just on matters of language or religion,
although such topics are continually significant, but on
issues of parental control, compelling state interests, and
constitutional questions of freedom and authority (Sacken,
1988) .
Finally, nonpublic education in the United states is
significant when simply noting the number of clients.

In

1990, Lutheran elementary and secondary schools in the
united states enrolled more than two hundred and fifteen
thousand students (WELSi LCMSi ELCAi ELS Yearbooks, 1990).
This number represents more students than were enrolled in
the public elementary and secondary schools of thirteen
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states and the District of Columbia in 1986 (United states
Department of Education, 1990).

An examination of such a

crucial era in the history of Lutheran education within the
United states would be a significant study of the system
itself.
The symbolic framework could help provide an analysis
of competing interests in the state of Nebraska's attempts
to regulate nonpublic education.

Such a framework may also

help explain the varying degrees of resistance and
compliance from the German Lutheran immigrants.
Applications of the symbolic approach are necessary to
determine the framework's capacity to explain and predict
the evolution of policy formation and reaction in regard to
nonpublic education during an era of perceived national
crisis.
Definition of Terms
The following definitions apply throughout this work:
Liturgicals.

An element of Christianity emphasizing

salvation through Jesus Christ.

special emphasis would be

placed on ritual, creeds, confessions, and sacraments of the
church (Tyack, 1976).
Metaphors.

Symbols used to make confusion

comprehensive (Ortner, 1973).
Myths.

Symbols used to provide explanations, reconcile

contradictions, and resolve dilemmas (Cohen, 1969).
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Nonpublic Schools.

Privately organized and financed

schools separate from the common, free tax-supported public
schools (Sacken, 1988).
Pan-Protestant.

A union of Protestant non-

denominational beliefs and attitudes (Tyack, 1982).
Pietists.

An element of Christianity emphasizing the

role of a believer in society.

Special emphasis would be

placed on behavior, while church hierarchy and ritual would
be rejected (Tyack, 1976).
Scenarios.

Symbols used to provide direction for

action in uncharted and seemingly unchartable terrain
(Ortner, 1973).
symbolic Frame.

An organizational theory that centers

on concepts of meaning, belief, and faith through the use of
symbols in an effort to provide clarity and predictability
(Bolman & Deal, 1988).
Unionism.

Church fellowship with false doctrine,

whether it be the doctrine of individual persons, or
churches, or entire denominations (Pieper, 1924).
Summary and Organization of the Study
Nonpublic education in the United states has a long
history.

Parochial schools were, in fact, the first

educational structures developed in what is now the united
states.

such schools were intended to preserve the culture,

language, and doctrine of various immigrant groups.

Upon
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the rise of the common school movement, parochial schools
were either closed and amalgamated into the public system,
or retained and operated under the competing interests of
parents, parish, denomination, and the state.

This study

sought to examine competing interests in the operation of
German Lutheran parochial schools in the state of Nebraska
from 1915-1925.
The following chapter includes a review of the
literature pertinent to this study.

The third chapter

presents the research design and methodology.

The fourth

chapter offers a symbolic analysis of Nebraska state policy
and Lutheran reaction during an era of perceived crisis,
1915-1925.

Finally, the fifth chapter gives a summary of

conclusions from this study and offers possibilities for
future study.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
This chapter traces the literature providing a
perspective on the subject of policy and policy reaction in
regard to nonpublic education during an era of perceived
national crisis.

Five existing perspectives are reviewed

and the symbolic framework, which guides this study, is
detailed.

Literature from the five perspectives are

categorized as:
Science,

(1) Historical,

(2) Legal,

(3) Social

(4) Educational, and (5) Theological.

perspective is briefly described.
within each approach are cited.

Each

significant writers
Weaknesses within each of

these perspectives, when used within the parameters of this
study, are noted.
Historical Perspective
Two significant branches of historical research have
developed in regard to educational policy and subsequent
Lutheran reaction.

The first branch extended through the

arduous unfolding and maturation of the American public
school.

The second branch traced Lutheran settlement within

the united States, usually emphasizing broad concepts and
generalities, occasionally stressing specific topics such as
acculturation, education, or missions.
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The two major writers on the history of American
education are cremin (1951, 1961, 1965, 1970, 1976, 1977,
1980) and Tyack (1966, 1967, 1970, 1976, 1978, 1982).

Both

are excellent researchers and writers, both are trained as
historians, and both are quite prolific.

Their skills in

researching not only matters relating to schools, but larger
societal forces that affected education in general, enabled
them to present education within the larger picture of
American culture.

As a result, both Cremin and Tyack give

emphasis to groups normally excluded from historical
surveys--religious denominations, women, Native Americans,
African-Americans.

Unfortunately, given the scope of their

work, detailed analysis of the symbols used by government
and education leaders, and the groups themselves, was often
lost.

Nonetheless, Cremin and Tyack are pivotal writers in

any study involving American education in the early quarter
of the twentieth century.
Because education during the time frame of this study,
1915-1925, was significantly affected by prior developments
within education on the American scene, historical reference
was given to those topics as well.

Reinhold Niebuhr (1937)

offered a source for examining the role of the clergy in
establishing the American pedagogy of early schools in the
united states.

Tulveson (1968) provided a profound

explanation of the "millennial" concept many Americans had
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and the impact this force had not only in education but
American societal perceptions at large.

Martin Marty (1970)

gave a thorough discussion of the evangelical and PanProtestant motivations of early American society and its
common schools.

Boylan (1973) provided a sUbstantial study

into the Sunday School movement.
nativism.

Billington (1938) covered

Kleppner (1970) and Jensen (1971) identified the

ethnocultural distinctions and agenda of pietistic and
liturgical sects as they competed in the marketplace of
ideas.
American historians of the 1915-1925 era also have
merit.

social and economic historians, wiebe (1967), White

(1949), Noble (1958), and smith (1985) were especially
valuable since they concentrated on powerful forces within
society that eventfully affected American education and
immigrants.

A major concern with these histories was the

scant attention afforded to education in general, and
nonpublic education specifically.

Examination of German

Lutheran immigrants was notably minimal.

So much emphasis

was placed on national or global considerations that
smaller, but still significant, groups were ignored.

A key

element in this portion of the literature was the history of
the American frontier.

Immigrants from Europe, notably the

German lands, were eagerly sought out and encouraged to
settle on farm land.

Railroad companies in particular were
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eager to have German settlers for their vast land grants.
Railroad and state advertisements were massive and formed a
key historical element of this study.

General histories of

the Union Pacific Railroad (Athearn, 1971), and of Nebraska
(Creigh, 1977), were important in providing background
information and statistical developments relevant to this
study.

smith (1985) was a valued source for the progressive

era and World War I.
Zabel (1955) and Rodgers (1958) provided historical
material and analysis of the foreign language issue in
Nebraska during the time frame of this study.

Zabel (1955)

gave special emphasis to the legal relationship between the
state and the church, with an entire chapter devoted to
parochial schools.

Rodgers (1958) offered a detailed

history of the legislative battles over the use of foreign
languages in Nebraska.

These were important texts because

they emphasized the state's compelling interests; however,
the symbols used by the state were ignored.

In addition,

scant emphasis was accorded to the concerns of German
Lutherans or wider questions of liberty.
The second branch of historical research in regard to
educational policy and subsequent Lutheran reaction traced
Lutheran settlement within the United states.

These were

generally histories written by Lutherans, about Lutherans,
and for Lutherans.

As such, they had a limited focus and
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objectivity.

Nonetheless, they too provided a valuable

insight into the perceptions and reactions of immigrant
Lutherans as they sought to educate their young.

A number

of general histories of Lutheran settlement were available
(Mann, 1957; Qualben, 1962; Meyer, 1 Q 64; Nelson, 1975).
Research on elementary schools was available (Beck, 1965;
Damm, 1963; Stellhorn, 1963), as was material on the higher
education level (Solberg, 1985; Wickey, 1962).
Unfortunately, some of these were poorly documented and
weakly written.

Most used a narrative approach, with little

effort to examine larger societal forces, questions of power
and conflict, or uses of symbols.
original historical materials were considered the most
valuable historical references to this study.

These primary

sources included newspapers of the era, available Nebraska
state legislative records and enactments, jUdicial
proceedings, census records, congregational records and
denominational journals and statistics.

Because this study

was based on a documental content analysis, such primary
sources were considered vital.
Legal Perspective
A number of state educational policies had a major
impact upon the parochial schools of the German Lutherans in
Nebraska.

Chief among these were the state council of

defense actions (1917 and 1918) and the Siman Act (1919),
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which criminalized the use of any foreign language in any
elementary school within the state of Nebraska, even to
teach it as a language course.

The case (Meyer v. Nebraska,

1923) was finally decided by the united states Supreme
Court.

The Court struck down the Nebraska statute, but

significant consideration was afforded to the state's
compelling interests in the education of its most
impressionable citizens.
An uneasy balance currently exists between state
compelling interests in the matter of required, common
schooling, and parental liberties to determine the
educational path of their children.
liberty further compounds the issue.

The issue of religious
Finally, such a wide

divergence currently exists between the various states that
it is extremely difficult to ascertain what a legitimate,
compelling state interest may actually involve, especially
if neighboring states do not find the issue to be that
compelling and do not attempt to mandate state policy in a
particular area of nonpublic education (Amerel, 1980; Coons,
1978; Fenstermacher & Amerel, 1980; Sacken, 1988).
The final chapter of legal considerations affecting
state policy and nonpublic education is far from being
completely written.

Much controversy currently abounds.

Wide divergence of policy and implementation exists between
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the various states.

No doubt future challenges will occur

and new precedence will be established.
Past legal issues were examined within the context of
this study.

Decisions offered by the Supreme Court were

provided as they apply, with Meyer v. Nebraska, 1923, being
the most significant.
social Science Perspective
Three distinct concerns were examined from within the
social science perspective.

The first dealt with how the

German Lutherans, as a group, reacted to their new
environment, adjusted to their new culture, and accepted or
rejected efforts imposed upon them by powerful elements
within society in attempts to acculturate immigrants into
American society.

A number of dissertations exist that

examined German Lutherans and their assimilation (Haas,
1953; Deitz, 1958; Moellering, 1964).

Haas and Deitz

incorporated theology within their studies of sociology.
Moellering accentuated German Lutheran moral stands on
American fashions, recreation, and other matters of
adiophera.

The real value in these three dissertations was

that they examined the group attitudes and responses of
German Lutherans in the United states during the last half
of the nineteenth century and/or the first half of the
twentieth century.

As such, these were vital studies into

the collective attitudes and actions of the population under
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study.

A major concern was that these studies examined

issues such as labor unions, war, race relations, societal
standards of decency, and a comparison of theological and
scientific beliefs held by German Lutherans.

The issue of

education in general, and parochial education specifically,
was given almost no attention at all.

This was, however, an

indication in itself as to how at least one Lutheran element
reacted to state educational policy.

A political science

dissertation by Graebner (1965) emphasized Lutheran
acculturation and did include schools.

As such, it was a

valuable find for this study.
The second emphasis was based upon Max Weber's classic
study of the Protestant ethic (Weber, translated 1930), the
profound distinctions between Calvinistic and Lutheran
paradigms, and the extent to which Lutherans participated in
the increasingly powerful forces in capitalism, politics,
and higher education.

The literature was quite powerful in

its presentation that among German Lutherans, in contrast to
Calvinistic denominations, religious piety contributed to
restricting involvement in capitalistic power, pursuit of
higher education, and political participation.

Rather,

emphasis was given to being citizens of the spiritual
kingdom and a de-emphasis was placed upon earthly
involvement and values (Tawney, 1920; Troeltsch, 1931;
Lenski, 1961; Greeley, 1964; Means, 1965).

Such information
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helped explain why German Lutherans in Nebraska were not
routinely involved in state politics, even though they
constituted a significant portion of the state's population.
such information also helped explain why a Calvinistic
president (Wilson) and a Calvinistic majority within secular
society would use government to accomplish their religious
and social goals.

such evidence can still be found today in

efforts of "moral majority" organizations to legislate their
moral values upon all of society.
Third, the symbolic approach was a frame of analysis.
within the context of this study, the symbolic approach was
used to analyze the symbols used by the state of Nebraska to
establish and implement policy affecting nonpublic schools,
and the responding symbols used by German Lutherans in an
effort to comply with or resist such policy.

Edelman

(1964), in his classic study on the symbolic uses of
politics, provided valuable insight to the use of symbols in
the field of political science.
Educational Perspective
The primary educational emphasis in the united states
during the time frame of this study, 1915-1925, was the
progressive education movement (cremin, 1961).

Cremin did a

masterful job in presenting this era, with all of its
enthusiasm and excitement, as the new profession of
education was attempting to establish its place in American
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society.
movement.

Dewey was without question a leader within this
His emphasis upon rigorous thinking, self-

discipline, and social responsibility appealed to an
American society terrified at the prospect of being
inundated with immigrants.

The theories of Dewey (1909)

powerfully resounded off an America that longed for the
peaceful and non-threatening years gone by when a PanProtestant ideology permeated the American culture and the
emerging common schools (Cremin, 1961).

Dewey's emphasis

upon social responsibility especially addressed a rising
social concern--the assimilation of millions of new
immigrants who spoke different languages, had different
features, and practiced different religious beliefs.
Combined with the tensions in Europe, an increasingly
militant labor class, and a very pronounced "Red Scare,"
educational leaders within the United states were able to
dramatically emphasize the need for a universal educational
experience that stressed "American" (British colonial--not
Native American or other colonial) history and values,
respect for the flag and constitution, and instruction in
English only.

A superintendent's handbook for Nebraska

schools (1925) detailed such emphasis by calling for
ritualistic reverence for the American flag, American
history, and American war heroes.
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A number of reforms were proposed by leaders within the
progressive education movement.

Kindergarten, vocational

training, health classes, education of the blind and the
deaf, even university programs and professionalism, were
promoted.

What was often deleted was the fact that many of

these "reforms" were actually programs already in existence
elsewhere just being copied by American educational leaders
(such as Horace Mann in Cubberley's Public Education in the
united states, 1934, when they toured European, and
principally German, schools).

The fact that these same

foreign students and teachers would have been considered
national risks should they have chosen to move to the united
states was a paradox apparently lost to a number of the
progressive writers.

Cubberley (1934), for example,

presented a near hysteria of immigrants.

In a book devoted

to public education within the United states, he bemoaned
the fact that immigrants required education.

He was

especially scornful of German parochial schools and often
wrote of them in very disparaging terms.

Cubberley also

interjected a significant new concept that accompanied the
progressive education movement--judicial intervention.
Everywhere the right of the state to compel
communities to maintain not only the old common
school, but special types of schools and advanced
training, has been asserted and sustained by the
courts. Conversely, the corollary to this
assertion of authority, the right of the state to
compel children to partake of the educational
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advantages provided, has also been asserted and
sustained by the courts (Cubberley, 1934).
The progressive education movement provided significant
material for a study on state policy formation in regard to
nonpublic education.

state legislatures and the court

system were quite willing to adopt such policy, but perhaps
for other motives than to provide equal educational
opportunity (Sacken, 1988).

Such a common education would

also have served to break down ethnic distinctions,
linguistic heritage, and cultural differences.

In an era

marked by mass immigration, economic and cultural shifts
from a rural to urban society, the assurgence of capitalism
and industrialism, xenophobia, rising war tensions, a "Red
Scare," rising labor unrest, mass unemployment, and
increasingly ugly nativistic attitudes and actions, perhaps
it is not at all surprising to see a marked increase of
state interest in compelling a homogeneous educational
experience (Wiebe, 1967).

But often unacknowledged was the

fact that such attempts by the state to inculcate uniformity
among its citizens also violated some of the very principles
of freedom, democracy, and liberty that the state was
obliged to guarantee and that the nativists were
worshipping.
issues.

Cubberley once again presented the real

In reference to the new immigrants, he noted:
Largely illiterate (in English), docile,
often lacking in initiative, and almost
wholly without the Anglo-Saxon
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conceptions of righteousness, liberty,
law, order, public decency, and
government, their coming has served to
dilute tremendously our national stock
and to weaken and corrupt our political
life (Cubberley, 1934).
with "progressive" attitudes such as these expressed by
a leader within the movement, German Lutheran parochial
schools would indeed have been seen as a deviant system
needing intervention and control.
Theological Perspective
Literature from the Lutheran theological perspective
would be based on the Old and New Testaments as translated
by Martin Luther; Luther's writings; and the Lutheran
Confessions--documents based on scriptural references
stating Lutheran doctrinal positions.

One of Martin

Luther's lasting contributions was his translation of Hebrew
and Greek manuscripts into the German vernacular.

It was a

priority in his ministry that every member of society be
able to read the scriptures and not have to depend on the
structurally powerful from within the Roman Church to
present and explain God's Word.

In addition to his German

Bible, Luther was a prolific writer.

Of his more than fifty

volumes produced, a number were most significant in a study
involving Lutheran education.

Volumes forty-four through

forty-six (The Christian in society) were especially
valuable.

Selected sermons, letters, and treatises

stressing education would be:

"To the Christian Nobility of
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the German Nation concerning the Reform of the Christian
Estate, 1520"; "To the Councilmen of All cities in Germany
That They Establish and Maintain Christian Schools, 1524"'
and "A Sermon on Keeping Children in School, 1530".

In

these three particularly pertinent sources, Luther
emphasized classical education for those able to do the
work; practical education for the masses, but with enough of
an academic emphasis so that all would at least be able to
read the Bible; elementary education for girls; and a
Christ-centered reformation within the entire educational
system, from the grades through the university.
Equally important for this study were Luther's writings
stressing obedience to the state, with the condition that
obedience to state not conflict with obedience to God.
Chief texts would be:

"A Sincere Admonition by Martin

Luther to All Christians to Guard Against Insurrection and
Rebellion, 1522"; "Temporal Authority:

To What Extent It

Should Be Obeyed, 1523"; "On War Against the Turk, 1529";
and "Dr. Martin Luther's warning to His Dear German People,
1531".

The political climate was very significant in

Luther's time.

He needed the protection of various German

princes and electors to stand up to the papacy and Charles
V, the Holy Roman Emperor.

Most importantly, Luther

encouraged obedience to the state because scripture clearly
mandated such compliance.

For example, the Apostle Paul,
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under inspiration, commanded the earliest Christians in Rome
to submit even to that corrupt government, to pay taxes, to
give honor and respect to all in authority (Romans 13:1-7).
To the Christian Luther addressed, obedience to the
government--up to the point of disobeying God--was a
requirement.

Rebelling against such a government would be

tantamount to rebelling against God.
The challenge for Lutheran immigrants to Nebraska in
Luther's writings and in the Lutheran Confessions lay in the
nexus between a citizen's loyalty and obedience to the
state, and a Christian parent's obligation to "bring up a
child in the nurture and admonition of the Lord" (Ephesians
6:4 NIV).

Both were commanded by scripture, Luther, and the

Confessions.

In Germany, if a family lived under a Lutheran

prince, they could send their child to the state school and
expect the teachers to reinforce the parents' interpretation
of scripture.

In fact, the teacher could well be a member

of the Lutheran clergy (Luther, 1540).

If the ruler would

not be a Lutheran, then the parents either complied with the
state and had their children instructed in either Roman
Catholic or Reformed doctrine, or in many cases, having a
non-Lutheran prince was motivation for a family to emigrate
elsewhere within Germany or to America and its promises of
religious toleration and freedom.
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Once in America, many Lutherans established their own
parochial schools, but in the era of the progressive
education movement and its attendant xenophobic state
intrusions, Lutherans were again placed in a theological
quandary.

The state schools had a distinctly religious

emphasis within their Pan-Protestant, flag worshipping
climate (stevenson, 1925), and yet the state was also
attempting to interject itself into their own parochial
schools by mandating language of instruction and curriculum
(Siman Act, 1919).

The reaction of German Lutherans in the

state of Nebraska varied from full state compliance and
closure of parish schools, to organized resistance within
the courts, to blatant non-compliance with state policy in
an effort to preserve their parochial schools.

Through

document analysis levels of compliance with, or resistance
to, state policy in regard to parochial education was
observed.

Use of literature from the theological

perspective was made, especially since such literature was
routinely referred to in denominational journals.
Symbolic Perspective
This study used the symbolic perspective to examine the
questions of policy and reaction.

The symbolic perspective

of organizational theory was the framework for such an
analysis.

Edelman (1964) was crucial in such an endeavor.

His delineation of the symbolic uses of politics did much to
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explain events in Nebraska during the war hysteria years
between 1915 and 1925.

Literature from the previous

perspectives was used in an effort to gather relevant
documents, but all were examined through the lens of the
symbolic frame.
Bolman and Deal (1988) provided an excellent analysis
of the symbolic perspective and its application.

In

addition, other organizational theorists offered valuable
insight.

Cohen and March (1974) rendered the additional

insight of the political perspective and the implications of
power and symbolism in their concept of "organized anarchy",
a concept which certainly seemed to apply to the state of
Nebraska and German Lutheran denominations as they wrestled
for control of "their" children's education while a world
war was being fought.

Tyack (1976) offered a valuable means

of seeing educational policy as a revealing model of
conflict, economy, and power.
Application of document analysis within a symbolic
framework provided a structure for interpreting the chaotic
atmosphere in Nebraska as the state attempted to regulate
nonpublic schools and as German Lutherans attempted either
to comply with or resist such regulation.
Summary
This review of the literature considered five
perspectives which have had an impact on the symbolic
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analysis of state educational policy and subsequent
community reaction.

The five perspectives were:

Historical, Legal, Social Science, Educational, and
Theological.
The third chapter presents the methods and procedures
this study used to examine immigrant German Lutheran
parochial schools in a state experiencing crisis due to war
hysteria and the recent massive immigration of enemy
nationals.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to analyze state-level
public policy that sought to regulate nonpublic education
immediately before, during, and immediately after World War
I.

Historical documents were analyzed for the myths,

metaphors, and scenarios both explicit and implicit in them
that explained, justified, and motivated public opinion and
policy.

The state examined was Nebraska.

The nonpublic

educational system was the parochial schools associated with
German-Speaking Lutheran parishes common throughout the
state of Nebraska during the time frame of this study, 19151925.

In addition, reaction from German Lutherans to

Nebraska's educational policy was examined and analyzed.
Such reaction was studied at the parish level and at the
denominational level.
Data Sources and Procedures
Data sources used to complete this study have been
gathered through document collection.

Raw data sources

included English language newspapers; Nebraska state
legislative archives; documents pertinent to the case of
Meyer v. Nebraska (1923); and German Lutheran parish and
denominational records.
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The first set of documents examined was 1915-1925
English language newspapers from Nebraska.

Political

cartoons, editorials, and letters to the editor were given
special emphasis.

Samples were limited to the four English

language newspapers with the largest circulation rates in
Nebraska--The Lincoln Journal, The Lincoln Star, The Omaha
Bee, and The Omaha World-Herald.

Topics were limited to

public education, nonpublic education, German speaking
schools, immigrants, and Germany--especially within the
context of World War I.

These English language newspapers

were not regularly read by a significant portion of Germanspeaking immigrants; they were, however, read by the
English-speaking majority of the state and by state
politicians.

The intent of this study was to examine the

newspapers' use of myths, metaphors, and scenarios as they
attempted to voice public opinion, shape public opinion, and
influence state legislation and policy.

Since this era of

American history occurred prior to the invention and/or
widespread use of radio and television, the newspaper was
the most significant form of mass media available.

These

were especially valuable since there are almost no official
records of the Nebraska legislature within the time frame of
this study.

Newspapers provided the only opportunity to

examine the public discussion of the legislative issues of
the time.
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The second set of documents considered was the Nebraska
state legislative archives.

committee agenda, reports,

testimony, and minutes (as they were available) were
examined.

Proposed bills, floor discussion, amendments, and

vetoes (as they were available) were analyzed.
adopted state statutes were considered.

Finally,

Documents were

limited to legislation involving public education, nonpublic
education, immigrants, support of united states' action in
World War I, and English language requirements.

Recognition

was given to the fact that much legislative interaction
occurred that could never have been recorded or otherwise
placed into the state archives.

Nonetheless, these

documents (as they were available) were considered valuable
because they illustrated myths and metaphors reflecting
personal or public opinion, and they delineated scenarios to
address public concerns and perceptions.
The third set of documents were pertinent to the case
of Meyer v. Nebraska (1923).

This case involved a

constitutional challenge to Nebraska's Siman Act (1919),
which prohibited any and all elementary school instruction
in any language other than English.

The Supreme Court

eventually invalidated the Nebraska statute, but only after
it had been repeatedly upheld in Nebraska state courts.
However, the Court left unanswered questions regarding
religious liberty, parental authority, and compelling state
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interests.

Documents examined within this context were

court decisions from the lowest levels through the Supreme
Court.

Myths, metaphors, and scenarios contained in these

court actions were analyzed.
The fourth set of documents examined was from Germanspeaking Lutheran organizations (parishes and denominations)
that offered nonpublic elementary education within the state
of Nebraska during the time frame of 1915-1925.
minutes and records were studied.

Parish

Denominational documents

such as official newsletters and journals, officers'
correspondence, and district and denominational conference
materials were analyzed.

Documents were limited to

educational topics, language of instruction and worship in
the school and the church, continued operation of the parish
school, the role of the parish within the local community,
and American citizenship.

such records were gathered from

the two distinct German Lutheran bodies in the state of
Nebraska at this time--pietists, which formed the ancestral
bodies of what is now the Evangelical Lutheran Church in
America; and liturgicals, which were the Missouri Synod and
Wisconsin Synod.

The vast majority of German-speaking

Lutheran parishes belonged to one of these two distinct
paradigms, with the majority of these belonging to the
Missouri Synod.

As a result, this denomination's records

received the greatest emphasis.
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In addition to parish and denominational documents,
state imposed loyalty oaths on German-speaking Lutheran
clergy (pastors and male teachers) were examined.
Recognition was given to the fact that Lutheran
organizations were seeking and implementing their own sets
of myths, metaphors, and scenarios as they reacted to public
opinion and state legislative regulation of their worship,
educational system, and clergy.

These documents were

considered valuable because they illustrated the formation
and implementation of such symbolic reactions.
Summary
This study applied the symbolic framework to the state
of Nebraska as its legislature attempted to formulate and
implement policy in an effort to regulate nonpublic schools.
This same symbolic framework was applied to German-speaking
Lutheran parishes and denominations as they in turn reacted
to Nebraska state educational policy.

Specifically, this

symbolic framework examined myths, metaphors, and scenarios
of the competing organizations within the time frame of this
study, 1915-1925.

This time frame was selected because the

united states had just finished receiving massive influxes
of immigrants; European tensions were escalating toward war,
and the united states was being drawn into that war; the
progressive education movement was trying to shape American
educational and social policies and perceptions; and German
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Lutheran immigrants were earnestly trying to preserve their
cultur.e and their language in an increasingly hostile
environment.

It was a definite era of perceived crisis--a

perfect scenario in which to analyze the application of the
symbolic perspective upon organizations.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to anulyze the symbols
used in the state of Nebraska during an era of perceived
crisis, 1915-1925.

State educational policy

direct~d

at the

Lutheran elementary schools of German immigrants was the
emphasis.

In addition, German Lutheran reaction to these

policies was examined, again with special attention given to
the symbols they developed and employed.
A description of the selected state is given first.

A

description of the German Lutheran immigrants is given
second.

This is followed by the results of the data

analysis as related to each of the two research questions.
Each research question is examined and evaluated separately
in light of the data.
Description of the Selected state
Nebraska is a prairie state in the north central
portion of the united States.

It has a continental climate.

The state lies between 40 0 North and 43 0 North latitude, 96 0
West and 104 0 West longitude (see Figure 1).

It has

generally fertile soil with adequate moisture for small
grains east of the 100 0 West meridian.

To the other side of

the 100 0 West meridian are sandier soils, less rainfall, and
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Figure 1. Union Pacific Railroad in Nebraska, 1867.
(Source: Union Pacific Museum Collection, used by
permission)
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more hills (Rand McNally Commercial Atlas, 1988).

Nebraska

was at the time of its entry into the united states one of
the largest states in the union, ranked seventh in land area
with just over seventy-seven thousand square miles.
with the Native American peoples either tragically
killed, or starved out, or ran off into other lands, vast
tracts of now vacant prairie were available for new
settlement.

The Federal government, even in the midst of

the civil War, encouraged development on the prairies of
Nebraska with two monumental acts--the Homestead Act (1862),
which gave one hundred sixty acres of land free to heads of
families; and the Pacific Railroad Act (1862), which planned
a rail line through Nebraska to California.

This second law

provided the Union Pacific (UP) Rail Company grants of ten-later twenty--alternate mile-square sections of land on both
sides of the rail line (see Figure 1).

Later on, when the

Burlington and Missouri River Railroad (B&M) moved across
the southern part of the state, it too was given alternate
mile-square sections extending forty miles along its rightof-way (see Figure 2).

These two lines then owned more than

seven million acres of Nebraska farm and range land, fifteen
percent of the entire state.

In addition, the UP was given

loans of $16,000 for every rail mile constructed on the
plains and $32,000 for each rail mile in the foothills
(creigh, 1977).
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Figure 2. B&M Railroad in Nebraska, 1880.
(Source: Nebraska State Historical Society, no
copyright)
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The principal investors who put their money and faith
into the UP took great interest in these land grants from
the Federal government.

These investors realized the

importance of settlement and development, as opposed to
total reliance on Pacific Coast trade (Athearn, 1971).

As

construction crews completed their work on each section of
rail, and received governmental approval for it, adjacent
lands were cleared for company title and sale.

The railroad

was free to get as much as it could for each acre.

At an

early date, the UP knew how important it was to develop a
supporting population in its lands.

Their agent in Omaha,

in 1870, noted:
We cannot expect to be the only railroad line to
the Pacific; ultimately we will have to share the
traffic with other roads. To build a solid
foundation for future prosperity it is necessary
to populate what is to be Union Pacific country,
even if the company has to entice settlers away
from elsewhere (Frank Colton to Oliver Ames, UP
Archives, 1870).
Already three years earlier the UP received assistance
in this endeavor from the editor of a contemporary New York
journal.

He observed:

Throughout the vast plains heretofore occupied by
savages or lying vacant in solitary grandeur a new
and attractive expanse will now be opened,
presenting the advantages of safety, fertility,
and ready access which will make it inviting and
remunerative to the immigrant.
In this great belt
of land the entire population of Europe could be
sustained. . . . Those interested should make
early application, for the rise in price of such
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attractive land will be very sharp once the road
is finished (The Round Table, 1867; quoted from
Athearn, 1971).
By early 1868, the UP rail line extended two hundred
miles through country immediately west of Omaha and was now
ready for settlement, two million acres ready for the plow
(Athearn, 1971).

Initial sales during the first year of

operation, mostly to land agents and speculators, yielded
between $5 and $6 an acre.

within two years, approximately

480,000 acres of UP land was sold, pulling well more than
two million dollars into the company treasury (Treasurer's
Office, UP Archives, 1870).
Union Pacific officials in Boston did more than deal
with land agents in developing their great land grant.
Company President Oliver Ames spoke of the desirability of
"having a man to write and talk us up in Europe.

Hire one,

but at a modest salary if this is possible" (Oliver Ames to
Colonel C. G. Hammond, UP Archives, 1870).
In its "Guide to the Union Pacific Railroad Lands",
first published in 1870, the UP provided a lengthy
description of its available lands and how to acquire them.
The area of eastern Nebraska was described as one "removed
from the severe cold and long winters of the north and the
hot, relaxing influences of the south."

Those curious were

invited to go and see for themselves, at only the cost of an
exploration ticket.

Those induced into buying one hundred
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sixty acres were given a full ticket refund; buyers of
eighty acres were refunded half their fare (Athearn, 1971).
To the credit of the Union Pacific, not all were encouraged
west.

Those over forty-five, the lazy, and destitute

families were warned not to come; the work would be grueling
and two to three hundred dollars, above the price of the
land, were needed to get established and safely through the
first year.
Not only did the railroad companies promote settlement,
so also did the state of Nebraska itself.

Each rail company

(UP and B&R) had its own "immigration" or "colonization"
department, whose job it was to attract as many immigrants
as possible.

The state established its own Board of

Immigration and sent their agent, Frederick Hedde, to Europe
in 1870 with an annual salary $1,000 and twenty thousand
pamphlets extolling the glories of Nebraska (Hedde, 1872).
According to the agent's letter, things were not going well
in Europe.

The wealthier classes made his work difficult

because they did not wish to see their manual laborers
emigrate.
remaining.

This pushed up salaries for those workers
Nebraska had paid his salary for only six

months, then stopped.

In addition, he had accumulated

$1,121.19 in expenses, and those had not been paid either.
His pamphlets ran out and he could get no more.

other

agents from other states and other lines were being better
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supported and with more success.

Hedde offered a number of

suggestions for improven,ent, among them:
1.

Instead of crippling her agent on all sides,
Nebraska ought to take such steps as will enable
her to compete with the strong efforts of other
states and the Northern Pacific. . . .

2.

Establish a paper of its own . . . .

3.

Distribute a large number of pamphlets of the
right kind. . . .

4.

Advertise liberally.

5.

Provide travel expenses for its agents.

6.

Establish safe houses to protect
immigrants in transit.

7.

Encourage stearn boat and rail companies
to lower fares.

8.

Establish employment agencies in
Nebraska for immigrants.

9.

And the editors of our Nebraska
newspapers ought not to forget our
agents, as they have done hitherto.
(Hedde,1872).

The railroad companies and the state did increase their
advertisements and promotional activities.

Posters and

pamphlets, in English and a host of European languages, were
sent to the Eastern united states and Europe (see Figures 3
and 4, for examples).
There is no absolute means of determining the
effectiveness of such promotional effort given availability
of free land, the history of the westward movement and the
insatiable desire for new land, and fraud within the
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Homestead Act (Athearn, 1971).

However, given the fact that

any percentage of land was purchased rather than homesteaded
speaks volumes.

By 1870, out of over twelve thousand three

hundred total farms in Nebraska, there were eleven thousand
homesteads (United states Census, 1870).

All other farms,

approximately ten percent of the total, were purchased.
Because of the railroads, effective railroad promotion
of their available lands, and the Homestead Act, the
population increase in Nebraska from 1870 to 1890 was
especially dramatic (see Table 1).
Almost all of the increase from 1870 through 1910 was
unorganized and unplanned.

Most of the new residents were

immigrants from Eastern states and Northern Europe, with
Germans being the largest single group (creigh, 1977).
These German immigrants and their descendants tended to
cluster together in small farming villages or urban centers,
maintain their language and traditions, and establish their
own elementary schools to perpetuate language and religion.
with their own newspapers and no English-speaking radio or
television to draw away their youth, the German language was
maintained across generations in literally scores of small
villages and bigger cities across the state.
out of a population of 1,296,372 in Nebraska in 1919,
there were 149,652 foreign-born whites (United states
Census, 1920).

Of these, 40,969 were born in Germany.

In

Table 1.

Nebraska Population Growth, 1870-1910 (Source:
1870-1910) .

United States Census,

Foreign
% of
Born and
Total
NativePopuBorn of
1ation
Foreign or
Mixed
Parentage

% of Total
Population

Native-Born
of Foreign
or Mixed
Parentage

30,748

25.0

19,369

15.7

50,117

40.7

452,402

97,414

21.5

99,602

22.0

197,016

43.5

1890

1,062,656

202,542

19.0

250,420

23.6

452,962

42.6

1900

1,066,300

177,347

16.6

325,885

30.5

503,232

47.1

1910

1,192,214

176,662

14.8

362,353

30.4

539,015

45.2

Year

Population

f'oreignBorn

1870

122,993

1880

% of Total
Population

0'\

o
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addition, there were 522,155 white persons of foreign stock,
that is persons either foreign-born or having one or both
parents foreign-born.

In twenty-three counties of the

state, ten to fifteen percent of the total population was
foreign-born.

In eleven counties, fifteen to twenty-five

percent of the total population was foreign-born (Uniteq
states Census, 1920).
Of the total number of foreign-born whites in the
state, sixty-two percent were naturalized citizens, ten
percent had taken out their first papers, eighteen percent
remained classified as aliens.

The remaining ten percent

did not have their citizenship status reported.
The census bureau reported that six percent of the
foreign-born population in Nebraska in 1919, over the age of
ten, were unable to speak English.

It was unreported what

standard was used to determine a person's ability to speak
English.

There were at least forty German language

newspapers in the state at this time (United states Census,
1920).

It would probably be accurate to suppose that more

than six percent of the foreign-born population were without
a good working command of the English language and
unaccustomed to using it in their everyday lives (Rodgers,
1958).
The government directors of the UP were very impressed
by the immigration efforts of the company and the numbers
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and quality of the new settlers.

The railroad was regarded

as a pioneer among pioneers, one that not only opened the
way, but also provided a population which would develop the
country (Athearn, 1971).

Its investors had taken large

risks, but they won the gamble and created business where
there had been no business.
success"

The railroad was a "pecuniary

(Report of the Government Directors, UP Archives,

1881) .
The state and its many new towns developed as the
railroad brought life.
same.

The pattern was almost always the

Initially rough railroad laborers, gamblers, and land

speculators established what organization and law they felt
necessary, usually as minimal as possible.

Soon after more

permanent residents, with their families, arrived.

with

them came law, banks, stores, churches, schools, and
newspapers (Athearn, 1971).
Newspapers were soon established in almost every
community.

In 1860, there were fourteen: in 1874, ninety-

nine: by 1889, there were five hundred English and about
fifty foreign language newspapers in the state (Creigh,
1977).

Most were weeklies of only a few pages, but they

were widely read in the area.

News sources were

metropolitan papers, the telegraph, and local gossip.
Public school districts were also organized quickly.
The county superintendent was usually one of the first
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officials elected, once the almost-traditional county seat
controversy was settled (creigh, 1977).

Most schools,

typically all grades in one room, were their own district
headquarters.

The 1877 Nebraska legislature enacted the

first state compulsory school law, requiring children eight
to fourteen to attend school at least twelve weeks a year.
By 1890, there were 6,243 school districts in a state with
ninety counties and 1,062,656 residents (Creigh, 1977).
Description of the German Lutheran Immigrants
German lands were the home of the Reformation and
subsequent Protestant church movement.

Martin Luther (1483-

1546) was trained in classical languages and Roman Catholic
theology.

He earned his Doctor of Theology from wittenberg

University in 1512.

Following his break from Rome, he

worked to strengthen those churches and lands that turned to
him for spiritual guidance.

Luther never claimed that he

discovered any new scripture or had any new revelation.
What he did claim was a return to scripture alone for divine
guidance and authority, instead of relying upon the papacy,
consensus of councils, or tradition.

He insisted on a

conservative understanding and application of the scriptures
as the sole basis for doctrine and practice (Bainton, 1950).
In brief, Luther espoused (1) the authority of the Holy
spirit speaking through scripture;
grace through faith;

(2) justification by

(3) the priesthood of all believers;
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(4) the rejection of ultimate authority of government,

office, or tradition; and (5) a de-emphasis upon earthly
wealth and success, usury, and oppressive business practices
(Luther, 1520).
A second powerful reformer of that era, and often
erroneously categorized with Luther, was John Calvin (15091564).

Calvin was a highly trained scholar, to some extent

in theology but primarily in law.

Calvin worked in France

and switzerland, but he too influenced societies far beyond
his home borders.

He accepted Luther's emphasis on

salvation by grace through faith, but in addition stressed
the importance of leading a moral life--specifically through
pious acts, hard work, higher education, and secular success
(Parker, 1975).

Calvin was closely allied with civil

authorities in efforts to legislate morality.

Puritans in

England and New England, the Reformed churches, and
Presbyterians are derived from Calvinistic doctrine and
theology.
Early in the twentieth century, German sociologist Max
Weber and English economist R. H. Tawney put forth the
theory that Calvinism promoted the rise of what is now known
as capitalism.

Calvinistic theology is deeply involved with

politics, social standards, educational goals, and economic
development.

The Puritans of New England are a classic

example of the Calvinistic ethic (Tawney, 1920; Weber,
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1930).

America's early Pan-Protestant common school

movement and patriotic millenialism were also largely
founded upon Calvinism (Marty, 1970).
The horrific Thirty Year's War (1618-1648) saw the
tensions between European Catholics, Lutherans, and Reformed
erupt.

Following the war, Germans left their homelands and

migrated by the millions.

The infrastructure of German

lands lay in ruins, disease and starvation were prevalent,
and religious freedoms were limited by ruling princes who
individually determined religious practice within dozens of
small principalities.

German Lutherans under a Reformed or

Catholic prince, and not wishing to abandon their faith,
moved to other areas of their choice--either Lutheran lands
or New World colonies offering economic opportunity and
religious freedom.
Europe nevertheless moved from conflict to conflict.
Napoleon, revolutions, Prussian militarism, forced
conscriptions, high taxes, and a seemingly unending litany
of war encouraged ultimately millions of Germans to abandon
their lands and go elsewhere.

For tens of thousands of

souls, stories and pamphlets relating to the glorious
wonders of Nebraska helped them to decide where to begin
anew.
By 1900, nearly 2,700,000 Germans who had been born in
Europe were living in the united states (united states
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Census, 1900).

Their descendants amounted to millions more.

By the end of the nineteenth century, there were more than
seven hundred German language newspapers in the United
states.

The great majority of all farmers in the country

were Germans, more so than all other ethnic groups combined.
The united states Census of 1900 showed that there were
522,252 farmers of German origin.

This was compared with

183,157 Anglo-Saxon farmers and 174,694 Scandinavian
farmers.
Nor were these immigrants resented.
presented a typical attitude.

The Omaha Bee

When the northern portion of

Nebraska (UP lands) failed to be settled as quickly as the
southern portion (B&M lands), editor Edman Rosewater accused
the UP of failing to do its job.

The southern portion of

the state had developed well, he said, because immigration
was in the hands of energetic and skillful managers of
railroad grants IIwho set about their work in earnest .
through the use of printers' i n k . .

and untiring agents

to all parts of the eastern states and Europe ll (The Omaha
Bee, 24 January 1880).

Nebraska immigration agent to

Europe, Fred Hedde, closed his impassioned letter horne with
lIan appeal for Nebraska to do more to get more immigrants.

1I

He noted IIIf in such way everybody would do his duty to the
country, a great deal of good might be achieved" (Hedde,
1872).

There is not a single recorded reference of any
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animosity toward the German immigrants' arrival, or their
continued presence, in the state until well after 1910.

In

fact, efforts continued up until that time to encourage more
to arrive (creigh, 1977).
The church was the major focal point in the lives of
most German immigrants.

Church identification was important

to those Germans who migrated to Nebraska.

Although German

Catholics opened their doors to other Catholics who were not
German (Bohemians, Irish, Poles)

(Creigh, 1977), the

Lutheran churches which were German remained German.

Here

too, for the most part, was unorganized development.

As a

result of no resident state church or established church
hierarchy to promote unity and organize membership, German
Lutherans organized themselves into a staggering maze of
synodical organizations that merged and separated routinely
(Nelson, 1975).

compounding the confusion were small and

scattered bodies of Swedish Lutherans, Danish Lutherans,
Finnish Lutherans, Norwegian Lutherans, and Eastern united
states Lutheran churches and synods--all of which had
varying levels of confessional orthodoxy, spoke different
languages, and were routinely united with and separated from
each other and various Reformed organizations, only to shift
again at some later time.

Tracing a coherent pattern of

settlement was almost impossible due to lost records, myriad
consolidations, and amalgamated archives moved back and
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forth to new denominational headquarters in midwestern and
eastern states.

Most of these diverse groups are now

contained in the recently emerged Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ELCA).
Only one large group had from the first a real sense of
organization and unity, and that was the Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod (Missouri Synod).

The Missouri Synod started

as a body that was already outside the state church even
before it left Germany.

This may have actually helped in

its subsequent organizational activities in the united
states.

Founded in Perry County, Missouri in 1847, by

several pastors and congregations that had emigrated en
masse, this synod soon succeeded in attracting large numbers
of German immigrants who had arrived either individually or
in their own small groups.

The Missouri Synod's German

background and traditions, German born and trained clergy,
German language parochial schools, confessional doctrine,
and competent organization appealed to hundreds of thousands
of German immigrants (Meyer, 1964).

Over two hundred fifty

Missouri Synod congregations were established in Nebraska by
1917, two-thirds (one hundred seventy-one) with their own
small parochial schools (Missouri Synod Yearbook, 1917).
This was a German immigrant church, using the title of
"German" in its formal denominational name, mandating the
universal use of the German language by its constitution,
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and dedicated in

outreach to the newly arrived German

Lutherans and their children.

This denomination

aggressively fought for the preservation of their German
language and cultural heritage, up to the point of
developing their own versions of fraternal organizations so
that their members would not be tempted to participate in
unionistic lodges and other English-speaking institutions
with their Pan-Protestant religious elements and ceremonies.
In predominantly German agricultural areas, a typical
landmark would be a Missouri Synod compound with a church,
graveyard, one-room school, parsonage, and teacherage.

This

would be the religious, educational, cultural, and social
center for German Lutherans for miles around (Creigh, 1977).
The Missouri Synod, along with the much smaller
Wisconsin Synod, were the main components of the liturgical
Lutherans in Nebraska during the time frame of this study
(Religious Bodies:

1926, Bureau of the Census, 1930).

The

members of these liturgical bodies shunned unionism,
spiritual fellowship without doctrinal unanimity, in all
forms.

This confessional Lutheran position excluded, for

example, participation in non-denominational or ecumenical
services of any kind, including the public prayers
traditionally used in the common schools of that time.

In

addition, the Missouri Synod, even in its infant stages in
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the Fatherland, held to a rigid doctrinal position of
separation of church and state (Graebner, 1965).
The vast majority of all German Lutherans in Nebraska
at this time were members of scattered synods later
amalgamated into the ELCA, the Missouri Synod, or the
Wisconsin Synod.

Upon their arrival to Nebraska, almost all

German Lutherans were liturgical, confessional Lutherans
with a strong emphasis on retaining their German language
and culture, but soon after their arrival, German Lutherans
experienced divergent levels of acculturation and
acclimation (Nelson, 1975).
Research Questions
Research Question 1
How did World War I, and America's eventual entry into
that war, create symbols that affected public opinion
and Nebraska state policy regarding the regUlation of
German language, Lutheran elementary schools?
Findings
The German-American immigrants had long held a position
of favor within the United states.

They were generally

regarded as orderly, hard working, and fiscally responsible
(Faust, 1927).

They were certainly eagerly sought as

immigrants to Nebraska by both rail companies and by the
state itself (Hedde, 1872).

But the German immigrants were
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not so easily assimilated into the Americanized patchwork of
other immigrant groups.

In fact, they were considered to be

among the worst for holding onto their language and culture
(Cubberley, 1934).

However, there was no recorded animosity

from the state or local community, no recorded reason to
change or fear.
By 1914, when the spark at Sarajevo ignited war across
Europe, the many immigrant groups within Nebraska were
residing in relative harmony.
settled and developed.

The countryside was being

Farms were generally succeeding.

New towns and cities were growing and beginning to prosper
(Baltensperger, 1985).

The unassimilated adults among the

foreign-born were continuing to speak their native
languages, to read their foreign language newspapers to
learn news about both mother country and adopted land, to
attend and worship in their foreign-language church, to
quite possibly send their unassimilated children (when not
needed for work at home) to their foreign-language parochial
school (creigh, 1977).
In Nebraska, the biggest political issues were women's
suffrage, prohibition, and the very real possibility of war
with Mexico.

Most of the male Nebraskans were in agreement

on opposing women's suffrage, but were sharply divided on
prohibition (Creigh, 1977).

Scandinavian Lutherans and

Native-born Calvinists zealously wanted to see alcohol
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abolished.

German Catholics and Lutherans, in particular,

wondered what all the controversy was about and had no
intention of criminalizing beer (Nelson, 1975).

This

German-immigrant opposition to prohibition had national
repercussions later, even to the point of formal united
states Senate investigations into allegations of conspiracy
between American breweries, the German government, and
German immigrants within the united states (Graebner, 1965).
General "Black Jack" Pershing, a man with strong Nebraska
ties, was leading united states Army troops through vast
tracts of northern Mexico, creating no small amount of
international tension in the Western Hemisphere (Smith,
1985).

In late 1914, these were the socially and

politically divisive issues of the day.
with the outbreak of war on the European continent,
President Wilson issued a proclamation of neutrality and
called on all Americans to be "impartial in thought, as well
as action" (Blum, 1956).

In September, the American

Secretary of State (William Jennings Bryan of Nebraska)
requested the British to honor the Declaration of the London
Maritime Conference of 1908-1909.

The British government

announced that they would comply with the declaration
"subject to certain modifications and additions" (Smith,
1985) .
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British Orders in Council of October, 1914, detailed
their "modifications."

All German ports were to be

blockaded, the North Sea would be mined, and all neutral
ships were to proceed to British ports to be searched for
contraband and take on British personnel to steer the ships
through the minefields (Smith, 1985).

In February, 1915,

Great Britain placed all goods, food included, on its list
of contraband.

within two days, Germany responded by

declaring "the waters around Great Britain and Ireland,
including the English Channel . .

. , a war region" (Smith,

1985) .
At the same time, the united states quietly reversed
its initial policy of forbidding commercial loans to all
belligerents.

In November, 1914, the National City Bank

made a $10,000,000 loan to the French government.

One year

later, a consortium of American banks made an Allied loan of
$500,000,000.

By 6 April 1917, the date of the American

entry into World War I, American individuals and companies
had invested well over $2,000,000,000 in Allied war bonds,
compared with $20,000,000 in German bonds (smith, 1985).
Within two months after the "guns of August" had opened
fire, a gradual polarization of the united states had begun.
It was along class, geographic, ethnic, and political lines.
The Eastern upper class, with strong ethnic and economic
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ties to England, grew increasingly pro-ally.

Henry Adams

noted, in 1914:
All the people who corne to see me are simply and
flatly anti-German. The social tide seems
violently set, and we are Allies. Even those who
at first talked German have now shut up.
Apparently we are working day and night for the
Allies, but also for money (Henry Adams, quoted in
smith, 1985).
By the end of 1915, some of these deeper tensions were
beginning to surface.

Die Abendschule, a bimonthly family

magazine of the Missouri Synod, repeatedly assured its
readers that Germany was indeed waging a just war.

This,

and other German language newspapers, unabashedly supported
the Central Powers.

The journal noted that sin was the root

of all wars and that in this case, the sin lay with
Germany's neighbors.
As long as one nation is motivated by a hunger for
land and a lust for power (Russia), another by
revenge and retaliation (France), and still
another by greed and control of the seas and
commerce (England), there will be discord,
jealousy, strife, battles, and war (Die
Abendschule, 18 November 1914).
This triple assertion was common in the German
immigrant press.

German bond drives and German Red Cross

appeals were announced regularly.

Kaiser Wilhelm was often

pictured prominently and favorably, at least once even
between portraits of Washington and Lincoln (Graebner,
1965).

Furthermore, some articles openly questioned

America's neutrality and vocally expressed concern that
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America was being drawn into the war by helping the Allies
at the expense of Germany (Graebner, 1965).
German-American immigrants held that view.

Not only
Perhaps the best

known Nebraskan politician at that time, William Jennings
Bryan, the united states secretary of state, repeatedly
voiced the same concern publicly and within the Cabinet.
For such comments, Bryan was rebuked by Wilson (Hibben,
1929) .
Most German immigrants, indeed most native Americans,
were concerned about the war, but none seemed eager to
actually enter it.

If there was any desire for war, it was

with Mexico for their revolution and anarchy, the murder of
several united states nationals, and bandit border crossings
into towns in Arizona and New Mexico.

The obvious fact of

Mexico's weakness and the additional opportunity to take
more Mexican land also figured prominently into such desire
(Smith, 1985).

Among the German immigrants, one of the very

real reasons why so many left Germany in the first place was
to avoid conscription and war.
Mexico.

They had no desire on

Thoughts of entering the European conflict were

even further removed.

Creigh (1977) felt the German-

immigrant concern in Nebraska was primarily for relatives
still in the Fatherland, not necessarily for loyalty to
Germany itself.

However, the German press in Nebraska
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certainly voiced support for the Kaiser Wilhelm, Germany,
and their war aims (Die Abendschule, 1914-1917).
German nationalists in Europe and the united states did
try to direct American support and assistance to the Central
Powers.

However, their propaganda techniques were

extraordinarily blunt, and therefore, quite ineffective
(Squires, 1935).

Squires made a strong presentation for the

more sophisticated, and more successful, techniques of Sir
Gilbert Parker and Wellington Publishing House.

Mailing

subtle pro-English materials to all those listed in
America's Who's Who and American libraries and newspapers,
and having publications printed in switzerland and other
neutral. sources, directed American support away from Germany
and toward England and France as the war progressed
(Wiegand, 1989).
One of the most effective propaganda techniques used by
the Allies were bloody accounts of German atrocities upon
neutral Belgium and French civilians.

The "Hun" became a

powerful symbol of the German people and it affected not
only American attitudes toward Germany in the Great War, but
also toward German immigrants now in the united states
(Nohl, 1962).
Germany's unrestricted submarine warfare off the coast
of Britain and the united states did even more damage to the
German cause and reputation.

As a result of these offensive
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German military moves, the united states declared a state of
war with Germany on Good Friday, 6 April 1917, the year of
the 400th anniversary of the Lutheran Reformation (Nelson,
1975) .
When war was declared by the United states in 1917, the
reaction in Nebraska, and in most other midwestern states,
was not one of immediate, universal approval.

Nebraska's

other prominent politician, Senator George Norris (R),
adamantly opposed the war and spoke and voted against it in
the Senate (creigh, 1977).

William Jennings Bryan had

earlier resigned his office in protest when he saw that
American ultimatums to Germany were leading to war.
Nevertheless, even a pacifist such as Bryan still announced
from the white House steps ten days later, "Whatever the
country does is right" (Hibben, 1929).
The German immigrants in Nebraska were appalled.

Even

many native-born Nebraskans initially questioned the need
for sacrificing American boys in a European war.
Doctrine was occasionally mentioned (Wiebe, 1967).

The Monroe
But once

the reality of war settled in, the nation, and the state of
Nebraska, took to heart Bryan's pronouncement "Whatever the
country does is right."
Within two weeks of the war declaration, Congress
established the National Council of Defense.

On 25 April

1917, the Nebraska legislature organized its own state
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council of defense and authorized subordinate councils of
defense in each county (Nebraska Laws, 1917).
These bodies had extraordinary powers.

They were

charged to create public sentiment for the support of the
war, to detect and punish disloyal persons, suppress
criticism of the government or government policy or the war,
supervise production of food and war supplies, serve as
draft boards and ration boards, and organize Liberty Bond
and Red Cross war drives (Nebraska Laws, 1917).
the boards were appointed by the governor.

Members of

Technically, the

courts could over-ride their decisions, but public opinion
was solidly behind these councils (Manley, 1964).

The

council's self-expressed view was as follows:
. . . during the earliest period of work
it
became apparent that prompt and effectual work
must be taken with respect to the disloyal and
negative attitude of a small but annoying element
of our citizenship. Un-American sentiments, and
in some instances German propaganda, found fertile
soil in the minds and hearts of certain academic
intellectuals in high places; mushroom socialists
masquerading under new colors; foreign born people
whose Americanization had been neglected;
advocates of internationalism; clergymen of
foreign soil and body, and others who failed to
adjust their thoughts and actions to the standard
of American citizenship, all of whom were dealt
with by the Council in a manner suited to the
circumstances (Nebraska state Council of Defense
Archives, 1917).
Almost immediately, anything remotely German was not
just suspect, it was guilty.
matters.

Silliness prevailed in some

The Omaha Red Cross sponsored a "stein breaking
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fest", no doubt putting the fear of God in American
breweries and German immigrants alike (creigh, 1977).
Sauerkraut became "liberty cabbage" (Wittke, 1936).

Street

names and names of towns with Germanic background were
"Americanized" (Nelson, 1975).
More serious were other developments.

Files were

established to record literally every family in Nebraska
with a Germanic name, and to estimate that family's ability
to support Liberty Bond and Red Cross campaigns.

Bankers

were willingly called upon to provide records of the
financial resources of suspect families.

The state council

of defense eventually amassed fifty cubic feet of material,
some seventeen thousand five hundred files (Nebraska State
Council of Defense Archives, 1917-1918).

During the one

year anniversary of the declaration of war, at the massive
Red Cross Parade in Omaha, a crowd of several thousand
watched passively as a man was dragged from the Vienna Hotel
for refusing to remove his hat as the flag passed by on
review.

He was beaten, made to kiss the flag, and then

forced to carry it and wave it in the rest of the parade
(The Omaha World Herald, 7 April 1917).

Yellow paint and

threatening posters were placed on the property of German
language churches and schools.

One, for example, said, "God

Almighty understands the English language.
it.

Don't tear this down.

Hereafter use

The Vigilantes" (The Lutheran
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standard, June, 1918).

A Gage County Lutheran minister was

ordered to appear before the county and state councils of
defense for questioning America's alliance with Great
Britain (Nebraska state Council of Defense Archives, 1918).
Public bonfires were lit in the main streets of numerous
communities as "110% American" adults, and quite
understandably happy high school students, burned all
available German books and texts (Nebraska state Council of
Defense Archives, 1918).

When the Minneapolis Symphony

presented a concert in Lincoln, the mayor ordered all music
of German composers eliminated from the program (Creigh,
1977).

This litany could go on for hundreds of similar

episodes.

Manley (1964) was an excellent source for this

sort of material, as were the local newspapers of the time.
The Lincoln Journal and The Lincoln Star, in particular,
supported and encouraged such abuses.
Finally, some activities were chilling.

sixteen

professors at the University of Nebraska were examined by
the Board of Regents for politically incorrect views.

Two

departments were listed by the Nebraska State Council of
Defense for "lacking virile American leadership"--the
History Department and the Graduate School of Education
(Nebraska State Council of Defense Archives, 1918).
faculty members were eventually exonerated, two were

Eleven
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reprimanded, and three were released from employment.

The

Lincoln star noted:
So far as the public is concerned it has viewed
the University situation for a long time with the
utmost impatience. It has known that certain
members of the faculty have been so saturated with
bolshevikism, ultrasocialism, internationalism,
and various other 'isms' as to render them of no
practical use as teachers of our Nebraska youth
• • . (The Lincoln star, 20 June 1918).
American symbols were almost worshipped.

A county

superintendent's handbook for teachers detailed the
suggested procedure for the start of a typical school day in
the state's public schools.
At the given hour in the morning the pupils were
assembled and in their places in the school. A
signal is given by the teacher of the school.
Every pupil rises in his place. The flag is
brought forward to the teacher. While the flag is
being brought forward from the door to the stand
of the teacher every pupil gives to the flag the
military salute.
Raise the right hand smartly till the tip of the
forefinger touches the forehead above the right
eye, thumb and fingers extended and joined, palm
to the left, forearm inclined about 45 degrees,
hand and wrist straight7 while thus standing, with
the forefinger touching the forehead in attitude
of salute, all the pupils repeat together slowly
and distinctly the following pledge:
'I pledge allegiance to the flag and the republic
for which it stands7 one countrY7 one language7
one flag.'
At the words, 'to the flag,' each one extends the
right hand gracefully, palm upward, toward the
flag, until.the end of the pledge.
The pupils, still standing, all sing together in
unison the national hymn 'America' (Stephenson,
1925).

---~
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German schools and churches, however, were targets of
hatred and suspicion.

Nebraska's Sedition Act (1918),

required county defense councils to investigate and approve
for licensure all pastors and teachers (Nebraska state
council of Defense Archives, 1918).

On 11 May 1918, the

Adams County Council of Defense asked the state district
court to deny preaching privileges to two German Lutheran
pastors.

On 18 May 1918, a Lutheran minister in Gresham was

imprisoned (Nebraska state Council of Defense Archives,
1918) .
In July, 1917, the Nebraska Council of Defense had
already put the German Lutherans in Nebraska on notice:
After the most solemn and serious investigation
never in history has it been deemed necessary by a
public body to single out by name a great church
or organization and appeal to the patriotism of
its members to offset and check the dangerous
tendencies of many of the conspicuous
representatives of that organization. Because
reliable reports come from every section of
Nebraska--and come in number by the hundreds--it
is necessary for this council to make such an
appeal . . . [to] the Lutheran church (Nebraska
state Council of Defense Archives, 24 July 1917).
At this meeting German Lutheran leaders from Nebraska
had to defend their worship services, liturgy, parochial
schools, even their catechism.

Liturgical prayers and other

literature were tendered to this body for inspection,
approval, and to be placed on file.
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Churches and schools of German speaking congregations
were painted yellow, and on occasion even burned.
services and school sessions were disrupted.

Worship

Pastors and

teachers were made to kiss the American flag and sign
loyalty oaths.

German language clergy and members were in

more than one instance beaten, whipped, or tarred and
feathered (Manley, 1964).
Among those so treated were a small number who had sons
at that moment fighting in Europe in the united states'
Army, and some who had sons killed in action (Creigh, 1977),
although this assertion was not established in any primary
source examined.
One German-born pastor of a German Lutheran
congregation was told by the state council of defense vicechairman:
Why not discard your worship, your religion, for
the duration of the war, put it on the shelf, and
let us all have one mind and purpose: that of
serving our country, than when there is no higher
source, nor greater religion at this time. This
war will not last beyond four or five years, and
surely you Lutherans could get along without your
religion for that short time (Quoted in Graebner,
1965).
In January, 1918, the Nebraska state Council came
forward with a report on foreign language schools.
According to the council, between two hundred and three
hundred Lutheran parochial schools existed in the state.

Of

these, one hundred seventy-one were Missouri Synod (Missouri
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Synod Yearbook, 1917).
exclusively German.

These schools were almost

It was alleged that the German national

anthem was sung daily in German, students were flogged by
their German-born teachers if they spoke English, and that
the German "Kultur" was being instilled in these students.
Accordingly, the state council banned the teaching or use of
any foreign language in any school in the state.

Manley

(1964) noted that even though the council knew its order was
illegal, they could count on public opinion and vigilante
action to enforce it.
superpatriots as far away as New York picked up the
Nebraska report and lambasted German language parochial
schools.
It is to be said for the Nebraska German schools
that thus far none of the more drastic measures
for the suppression of other than the language of
Kultur, as applied for instance in Poland, has as
yet been adopted.
In Poland little children who
replied to the Herr Professor in Polish were
kicked and struck with the fist in the face
knocked down with chairs . . • lifting them up by
the ears until the ears were half torn from the
head. . . •
In Nebraska the Herr Professors have
yet not adopted these methods.
They only whip
children who speak English in German schools (The
New York Sun, 20 February 1918).
Even after the war was concluded the Nebraska state
legislature passed the Siman Act (1919), outlawing the
instruction or use of any non-English language in the
elementary grades of any school--public, private, or
parochial.
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In literally hundreds of incidents such as these,
whether affected by the state legislature, the state courts,
the state and county councils of defense, mayors, or
vigilantes, those responsible claimed to be acting in the
interest of democracy, freedom, and the civil liberties won
for Americans by the Founding Fathers and fallen warriors.
Such Orwellian logic was anticipated by President wilson on
the eve of the declaration of war.

He noted:

Once lead this people into war and they'll forget
there ever was such a thing as tolerance. To
fight you must be brutal and ruthless, and the
spirit of ruthless brutality will enter into every
fibre of our national life, infecting Congress,
the courts, the policeman on the beat, the man on
the street (Annin, 1924).
In so doing, superpatriots were using symbols that made
sense to them, helped them clarify the issues, and provide
courses of action.

That their actions were totally

inconsistent with any form or function of civil liberty, or
direct threat from the war, was not apparent to them, and
was not even the point.

To "unhyphenated, 110% Americans",

abridgement of civil liberties was not the issue, "making
the world safe for democracy" was.

In order to achieve such

noble ends, they used symbols to justify their means.

The

three symbols analyzed in this study were myths, metaphors,
and scenarios.
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Myths
Myths are symbols used to provide explanations,
reconcile contradictions, and resolve dilemmas (Cohen,
1969).

In Nebraska, a number of explanations,

contradictions, and dilemmas were present.

These were

needed to rationalize vigilantism and harassment of living,
breathing human beings who had been recruited to the area
and welcomed and respected as neighbors for years.

There

were two types of myths, pro-American and anti-German.
Pro-American myths could be seen in certain expressions
made popular at this time--"Making the world safe for
democracy"; "War to end all wars"; "Lafayette, we are here."
All of these served to make the American cause seem pure and
noble.

The united states was not fighting for revenge, or

greed, or land (like we had against the Native Americans,
Mexico, and Spain).
higher, nobler good.

We were sacrificing our very sons for a
We were paying a debt to France for

assisting us in our own fight for freedom years ago (against
fellow ally England).

unmentioned in these myths denoting a

pure motivation from the united States was the fact that our
commercial and manufacturing interests were heavily invested
in an Allied victory.

Therefore, when a Lusitania would be

sunk, no mention would be made of the fact of the German
warnings to passengers on such ships, or that the Lusitania
carried 1271 cases of ammunition consigned by Bethlehem
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Figure 5.

World War I Poster "Enlist"
(Source:

Darracott, no copyright)
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steel and 4200 cases of cartridges shipped by the Remington
Arms Company (Ferrell, 1971).

Instead, posters would be

printed showing a young mother and her baby perishing in the
watery depths (see Figure 5).
Songs such as Irving Berlin's "Over There" served the
same purpose, although in this case the irony of the
composer's last name is almost too much to bear.

The united

states had a program of "Four Minute Men" in which a speaker
or singer would address a movie audience or congregation or
any other assembly for exactly four minutes on some aspect
of the war (Cornebise, 1984).

No time or opportunity for

questions was allowed, just the presentation.

Two songs

from this series sufficed to show the myths employed:
"It's Duty Boy"
My boy must never bring disgrace to his
immortal sires-At Valley Forge and Lexington they
kindled freedom's fires,
John's father died at Gettysburg,
mine fell at Chancellorsville;
While John himself was with the boys
who charged up San Juan Hill.
And John, if he was living now,
would surely say with me,
"No son of ours shall e'er disgrace
our grand old family tree
By turning out a slacker when his
country needs his aid."
It is not of such timber that
America was made.
I'd rather you had died at birth
or not been born at all,
Than to know I had raised a son
who cannot hear the call
That freedom has sent round the world,
its precious right to save--
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This call is meant for you, my boy,
and I would have you brave . . . .
(Four Minute Man News, Edition D, 1918)
"To Those About to Register"
Give me a grave somewhere in France
For duty nobly done,
I want no cross--just this romance
In death--the battle's won.
Give me a grave beyond the Somme
Beside some Frenchman true;
I want no other lasting home
Life has begun anew.
Give me a grave across the Meuse
Atop some brutal Hun-No other spirit will I choose
Immortality is won.
(Four Minute Man News, Edition E, 1918)
other myths existed to legitimate hatred of the enemy,
even if they had been neighbors for years.

Anti-German

myths spoke of Germans' lust for blood (see Figure 6);
fanciful myths showed German bombers and submarines
destroying New York and the premier American symbol, the
statue of Liberty (see Figure 7); posters showed a helmeted
Joe Lewis thrusting a bayonet and saying, "We're going to do
our part . . . and we'll win because we're on God's side"
(Crawford, 1979); newspaper articles warned civilians in the
state to be careful eating bread because some loaves were
thought to have been sabotaged with bits of glass.

In

addition, sabotage was alleged to have ruined gas masks and
ammunition bound for the Western Front (The Lincoln Journal,
8 April 1918).

In such cases, German immigrants, often
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Figure 6.

World War I Poster "?"
(Source: Darracott, no copyright)
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THAT LIBERTY SHALL NOT
PERISH FROM THE EARTH

..

BUY LIBERTY BONDS

FOURTH

LIBERTY

LOAN

Figure 7. World War I poster "That Liberty Shall Not Perish
From the Earth"
(Source:

Darracott, no copyright)
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under the sway of German language clergy, were clearly
presented as the perpetrators.

The Lincoln Journal so often

and so vehemently presented such indictments that The Omaha
World-Herald issued an editorial on 5 April 1918, in the
middle of the 1918 German offensive, entitled "Ominous
Fanaticism", in which the Journal was condemned for fanning
war hysteria.

The World-Herald editor noted that if the

Journal would be heeded, "all German immigrants would soon
be hanging from lampposts."

The Journal responded by

accusing the World-Herald of disloyalty (The Lincoln
Journal, 7 April 1918).
These types of myths fired up passions for war and
revenge.

They dehumanized the German people and thereby

made their immigrants worthy of contempt and strict
regulation.
Metaphors
Metaphors are described as symbols used to make
confusion comprehensible (Ortner, 1973).

Again, there were

pro-American and anti-German metaphors.
Pro-American metaphors harkened back to the pietistic
notion of America being the Redeemer nation, God being on
our side and wanting us to lead the world (Tulveson, 1968).
Anti-German metaphors depicted them, again, as bloody
beasts.

These may have worked well to motivate soldiers

going overseas to battle the Hun, but somehow did not seem
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truly appropriate to the German family down the road that
had not yet butchered anyone.

Metaphors against the German

Lutheran immigrants were decidedly more mild, yet were
directed at the school, the church, and the clergy in an
effort to portray them as at least sympathetic to the enemy,
if not in actuality active in the enemy cause.

One Four

Minute Man noted, "Some say that this conflict and Nation
should keep out; that SOUNDS to me like sacrilege, and
SMELLS like sauerkraut" (Cornesbise, 1984).
German clergy were labeled as agents of the kaiser who
had sworn loyalty oaths to him that went like this:
I will be submissive, faithful, and obedient to
his Royal Majesty and cUltivate in the minds of
the people under my care a sense of reverence and
fidelity toward the king, love for the fatherland
obedience to the laws of Germany. . . . In
particular, I vow that I will not support any
society or association which might endanger the
public security and will inform his majesty of any
proposals made, either in my diocese or elsewhere,
which might prove injurious to the state. I will
preach the word as his Gracious Majesty dictates
(Lutheran Witness, 30 April 1918).
Lutheran schools which used the German language were
said to be "hot beds of treason" and pastors who preached in
German were called enemy agents (Nelson, 1975).

Liturgical

Lutherans' refusal to participate in Pan-Protestant war bond
rallies and Red Cross parades were not seen as religious
separation, but as proof of subversive goals.

At best,

foreign language instruction and worship were regarded as
barriers to Americanization, especially the inculcation of
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the ideals of democracy; at worst, they were considered
treasonous (Nelson, 1975).
These metaphors made confusion about German inmigrants
and German Lutherans, comprehensible.

They were, after all,

the enemy, even though they had been quiet up to this point.
As such, control had to be exercised over them before any
more damage was done to the American way of life.

An

example of this can be seen in an account that had
circulated throughout Nebraska in May of 1918.

It was

reported that ninety public schools in Nebraska had to be
abandoned because German-American parochial schools fostered
by the German Lutheran Church had taken their place.

It was

also alleged that in three hundred of these elementary
schools in Nebraska instruction in German had completely
displaced the use of English, and that students caught using
English were severely punished.

The article concluded that

"the mantle of Germanism must be struck off, destroyed,
incinerated and entirely eliminated ll (Rodgers, 1958).
This exact point was made by one member of the Nebraska
state Supreme Court, as this body considered the case of
Meyer v. Nebraska.

Meyer was a German Lutheran parochial

school teacher arrested for instructing students in his
small school in German in 1919.

The LCMS defended Meyer

against Nebraska's Siman Act, which forbade such foreign
language instruction.

The justice noted:
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The salutary purpose of the statute is clear. The
legislature has seen the baneful effects of
permitting foreigners who had taken residence in
this country, to rear and educate their children
in the language of their native land. The result
of that condition was found to be inimical to our
own safety. To allow the children of foreigners,
who had emigrated here, to be taught from early
childhood the language of the country of their
parents was to rear them with that language as
their mother tongue. It was to educate them so
that they must always think in that language, and,
as a consequence, naturally inculcate in them the
ideas and sentiments foreign to the best interests
of this country (Meyer v. Nebraska, 1922).
The Nebraska state chairman of the Four Minute Men was
the politically correct Professor M. M. Fogg of the
University of Nebraska.

In one of his letters to

headquarters, he made his mission, and the metaphor, clear.
I have fired shots into about 125 towns and
cities. At this moment the work is launched in
41. At Omaha 40 speakers are ready to "go over
the top" next week in the 35 moving-picture
theatres.
I have tried to go carefully in selecting local
chairmen. I went after the man who is the most
general influence in the community and who has
ripsaw energy.
I hope to start something of a prairie fire out
here for you. A fine response meets m8 at
practically every turn (Four Minute Men News,
Edition A, 1918).
Scenarios
scenarios are symbols used to provide direction for
action in uncharted and seemingly unchartable terrain
(Ortner, 1973).

Nebraska was perceived to be, by those in

positions of power, in uncharted and unchartable terrain.
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Never before had the United states been engaged in a major
war when so many recent immigrants from the enemy nation
were living in the land.

How to deal with these German

immigrants, and their children, who still spoke German, who
still spoke little or no English, who were clannish and
remained in their own little groups, who even had their own
schools to keep perpetuating their language and culture?
Four scenarios developed:

(1) the state should abolish

German language and culture [schools, worship, names, food,
books, music, etc. (Nebraska state Council of Defense
Archives, 1917»); (2) the state should require loyalty oaths
and license German immigrant clergy (Nebraska state Council
of Defense Archives, 1918); (3) the state should require
sUbscriptions to war bond and American Red Cross drives, and
mandate German Lutheran clergy to participate in public
joint worship services and patriotic rallies.

This scenario

became a major issue in Omaha after five Missouri Synod
pastors refused to participate in the one year anniversary
of the declaration of war parade organized by the Omaha Red
Cross (The Omaha World Herald, 7 April 1918); (4) if
deviants do not comply, then court action should follow with
tolerance of vigilante efforts to intimidate enforcement
(Manley, 1964).
All of these scenarios were attempted and most were
approved of by public opinion, state legislature enactments,
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local politicians' decrees, newspaper editorials, state
court action, and vigilante terror.
with such direction.

However, not all agreed

At The Omaha Bee some semblance of

sanity reigned amid all the war hysteria.
While every intelligent and patriotic American
must agree that our public schools, and our
private schools, too, for that matter, must not be
used to propagate subversive alien ideas or
promote disloyal sentiments through the teaching
of the German language, cornmon sense does not
prescribe complete cessation of the study of
German or refusal to use the German language where
it can be put to good and desirable use. All
languages, we must remember, are but devices for
communication of thought and it is only the evil
use of the German language, its abuse to build
Kaiser-worshipping Germanies in free America, that
must be stopped (The Omaha Bee, 17 December 1917).
Summary
Public opinion and Nebraska state policy acted to not
only oversee, but also to attempt to eliminate, German
language Lutheran elementary schools (Damm, 1963; Manley,
1964).

Anything that incorporated non-state approved

material was suspect--churches (Abrams, 1933); libraries
(Wiegand, 1989); foreign language newspapers (Graebner,
1965); peace organizations (Creigh, 1977); even casual
speech (Cornebise, 1984).

However, Germany was the major

enemy and any organization bearing a trace of German
identity was marked for eradication.

German Lutheran

churches and schools, which not only had belligerent origin
but perpetuated the enemy culture, became immediate objects
of hate.
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A paradox in all of this was the fact that Nebraska's
two most prominent politicians, William Jennings Bryan and
George Norris, bitterly opposed the war, spoke out
vehemently against it and those who profited from it, voted
against it, and resigned in protest over it.
they were highly regarded in Nebraska.

Nevertheless,

Meanwhile, German

Lutherans, who were religiously instructed to lead quiet and
peaceable lives and to respect and obey the government, were
subjected to intense negative public opinion and state
intrusion.

Nelson (1975) believed German Lutherans during

World War I encountered the most extreme accusations and
restrictions ever suffered by any caucasian group in
America.

others may well claim to hold that distinction,

but it is a shabby honor for which to contend.

German

immigrants, and German Lutherans, were treated badly.
Somehow, Norris was continually re-elected and Bryan was
held up as a near demi-god (Hibben, 1929).
Research Question 2
What were the symbols produced and used by Germanspeaking Lutherans in response to public opinion
and Nebraska state educational policy regarding
the operation of Lutheran elementary schools
during World War 17
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Findings
German immigrants split into two very different groups
in response to public opinion and state policy regarding
their German-language parochial schools (Damm, 1963).
did not speak, or act, in a single voice.

They

The German

Lutherans had two divergent paradigms, following almost
exactly the two existing primarily religious ethnocultural
models that were already directly influencing political
expression in the United states at that time (Tyack, 1976).
The first was represented by the pietistic sects
(Baptists, Calvinists, Methodists) that had experienced
amazing growth during the evangelical "Great Awakening"
earlier in the previous century.

This group tended to

reject church hierarchy and ritual, and instead held that
"right" belief should result in "upright" behavior
(Kleppner, 1970).

Sin in the world--for example, breaking

the Sabbath or drinking beer--needed to be eliminated.
Through Pan-Protestant cooperation, and subsequent
government enforcement, such evils could be eradicated and
society thereby improved.

Pietists therefore sought to

legislate morality and reform upon society, conserve their
value system, and restore or establish the norms they held
(Tyack, 1976).
The second was represented by the liturgicals.

The

liturgicals believed that life on this earth was a time of
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grace to grasp by faith future salvation in heaven.

Such

salvation came from faith in the atoning sacrifice of Jesus
Christ, and from the preservation of the particular
orthodoxies represented by the creeds, confessions, and
sacraments of the church.

Liturgicals, like Roman Catholics

and Lutherans of certain synods, saw morality as the
province of the church, the home, and the parochial school,
but not the state (Tyack, 1976).
The Republican Party tended to attract the pietists,
the Democratic Party the liturgicals (Tyack, 1976).
Republicans supported a "crusading moralism" for a single
standard of behavior, such as prohibition, while the
Democrats spoke for a "crusading pluralism" that tolerated
various opinions, such as was often seen in urban political
machines (Kleppner, 1970; Jensen, 1971).
The pietistic views and reactions were held by the
ancestral synods of what is now the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in America (ELCA).

Their reaction to public opinion

and state policy was to join the Pan-Protestant coalition
(Nelson, 1975).

They did not immediately, but certainly

much more rapidly and philosophically, did become
"Americanized" (Haas, 1953).

They almost immediately closed

their individual parish schools and became ardent supporters
of the public K-12 common school system (Damm, 1963).

They

then collaborated in shifting their educational emphases to
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the more socially acceptable, and Americanized, higher
educational levels (Wickey, 1962).

The pietistic German

Lutherans became much more ecumenical, basing practice and
doctrine on consensus rather than established confessions
(Haas, 1953).

The Social Gospel, higher criticism, and

evolutionary developmental ism shaped and molded their
previous Lutheran confessional ism into a more Americanized,
Pan-Protestant, emphasis (Deitz, 1958).

They began in 1918,

the year of heaviest American conflict during World War I,
to consolidate their myriad synods into a Lutheran
amalgamation (the united Lutheran Church of America--ULCA)
that emphasized "American" as much or more than it did
"Lutheran" (Haas, 1953).

During the war months of World War

I, these pietists increasingly attended unionistic war
rallies, including government announcements and
presentations within their worship services (Nelson, 1975).
An example of their reaction can be seen in an
interview with the Reverend

o. D. Baltzly, pastor of Kountze

Memorial Lutheran Church in Omaha.

The interview, published

on Reformation Day, 31 October 1917, noted that Pastor
Baltzly had just returned from a convention in Philadelphia.
He declared the. consensus of the convention was to eliminnte
German from the Lutheran churches in all of America.

He

added:
People who come to the united states to make their
home should adopt the language and customs of this
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country as soon as they can. Foreigners should
get into the English speaking church at once.
It
makes no difference what countries they come from
(The Omaha Bee, 31 October 1917).
At this particular convention, according to Reverend
Baltzly, a merger of the Lutheran General Conference, the
Lutheran General Synod, and the Lutheran united Synod of the
South was effected.

This new body was to be known as the

united Lutheran Church of America.

This new organization

had more than one million members, and, it was emphasized,
the English language was used in almost all services (The
Omaha Bee, 31 October 1917).
This interview was insightful on several counts.
First, it showed the pietistic, and American PanProtestant, tendency of acceding to public opinion and
placed a repeated emphasis on adopting English as the
language for worship and education.

Second, it showed a

willingness, indeed a pride, in being associated with
eastern, more Americanized, Lutherans at a convention being
held in a symbolically correct city of American heritage.
Third, it displayed a sense of accomplishment in merger,
consolidation, and size.

Indeed, Baltzly pointedly referred

to "consensus" and "merger" repeatedly, but never once
mentioned one of the cornerstones of Lutheran
confessionalism--"Sola scripture", scripture alone.

In

fact, this Lutheran pastor never once referred to scripture
or any of the Lutheran symbols of confession.

Fourth, the
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interview showed a zeal on the part of Baltzly in "taking
the lead in Omaha in a national movement to sUbstitute
English for German in the Lutheran church" (The Omaha Bee,
31 October 1917).

This too was out of character for a

member of the Lutheran clergy, who was to model and teach
spiritual, not secular, values in a quiet and humble manner
(Weber, translated 1930).
The liturgical views and reactions were held by German
Lutheran congregations in what are now the Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod (LCMS) and the Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran
Synod (WELS).

Their responses were to remain separate from

the Pan-Protestant coalition (Graebner, 1965).

They much

more slowly gave up their German language and culture to
become "Americanized" (Damm, 1963).

Indeed, the Nebraska

District of the LCMS continued to use German as their
language of preference in their annual state conventions
until 1924 (Concordia Historical Institute, 1925).
Both the WELS and LCMS kept their emphasis upon
parochial elementary education, although the LCMS did have
scores of its schools closed in Nebraska during World War I
(Damm, 1963).

The LCMS fought the 1919 Siman Act and

carried its position through appeal after appeal in Nebraska
until the United states Supreme Court eventually upheld
their contentions (Meyer v. Nebraska, 1923).
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These liturgical synods also kept their confessional
emphasis, resisting higher criticism and evolutionary
deve10pmenta1ism (Graebner, 1965).

The Social Gospel was

never adopted by these two denominations (Nelson, 1975).
example of this can be seen in a letter to the Nebraska
council of Defense from four German Lutheran pastors in
Nebraska.

This letter was presented at the 24 July 1917

meeting with the Council.
To the Honorable Nebraska Council of Defense.
Gentlemen:
In the discharge of your duty in the present
crisis, you have deemed it necessary to inform the
public of certain alarming conditions, which you
believe to have been found in certain circles in
this state, among which you name the
representatives of the Lutheran Church, whom you
accuse of refusal to cooperate with patriotic
citizens for the support of the government. You
say, that they have very generally, publicly and
privately, discouraged the American cause and that
they have shown marked partiality for the cause of
America's enemy.
since we well realize the seriousness of the
charges you make, we, the official representatives
of the Synodical Conference of the Lutheran
Church, which constitutes a considerable part of
said church body, feel duty-bound to respectfully
submit the following to your unbiased
consideration:
The Lutheran Church is not, nor has it ever been
an enemy of civil authority in any form of
government, but honors it and submits to it as a
divine institution, according to Romans 13:6 'Let
every soul be subject into the higher powers, for
there is now power but .of God. The powers that be
are ordained of God'. Furthermore, the Lutheran
Church accepts as divine admonition the words of
Jeremiah, addressed to the captives of Babylon, to

An
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seek the welfare of the country in which they
lived and to pray for it unto the Lord. Since the
Lutheran Church accepts these and similar passages
together with all of Holy Scripture as divine
truths, and has embodied them in her declarations
of faith, therefore, a partiality to the cause of
America's enemy would be as un-Lutheran as it is
un-American, since the sixteenth article of the
Augsburg Confession clearly says:
'Of civil
affairs, they teach that lawful civil ordinances
are good works of God, and that is right for
Christians to bear civil office, to sit as judges,
to determine matters by imperial and other
existing laws, to award just punishments, to
engage in just wars, to serve as soldiers, to make
legal contracts, to hold property, to take oath
when required by the magistrates, to marry and to
be given in marriage. '
The Lutheran Church stands for complete separation
of church and state, according to the words of
Christ, Matthew 22:21 'Render unto Caesar the
things that are Caesar's and to God the things
that are God's.' The duty of the church is the
salvation of the soul; the duty of the state is to
see the welfare of the body. The church deals
with spiritual matters, the state with temporal
affairs. The church for religion, the state for
politics. To attain its ends the church must
preach the Gospel, to serve its purpose the state
must enact and enforce laws according to sound
reason. The state must not tamper with the things
which are God's. The state must not dictate the
theme for a sermon, and the church must not
promulgate the enactment of social reforms.
History is replete with ample examples of the
disastrous consequences, produced by the
interfering of one with the other. We, therefore,
consider the complete separation of church and
state as one of the most precious gems in the
crown of American liberties. You, therefore,
readily understand why Lutheran ministers hesitate
to use their pulpits for the furtherance of
matters lying outside of the province of the
church, while they, at the same time, urge their
members to be loyal law-abiding citizens, in peace
and in war. Religious freedom and the separation
of church and state are cardinal principles of the
Constitution of the united states, and the
Lutheran Church, standing for these principles
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second to no other church on earth, has the
constitution of the united states as a guarantor
of the Americanism expressed in such a position.
While it cannot be denied that a lack of
enthusiasm for the present war has been noticeable
among citizens of German birth or descent, yet it
would be unfair to stamp such sentiment as a proof
of their disloyalty to this country and to make
the Lutheran Church responsible for it. We must
bear in mind the fact that it is a hard thing for
human beings, endowed with kindred feelings, to
take up arms and wage war against their kindred,
and that such lack of enthusiasm cannot be denied
to be evident even in prominent men, who do not
claim any German kinship.
Very respectfully,
Rev. Brommer, President of Nebraska District
Rev. Becker, Seward, Nebraska
Rev. Lehninger, Plymouth, Nebraska
Rev. Matuschka, Plymouth, Nebraska
(Nebraska State Council of Defense Archives, 1917)
It is interesting to note the response of a Reverend
Kuhns to this letter.

Pastor Kuhns was pastor in a

pietistic German Lutheran association and his remarks are
telling.

It is noted in the minutes

At this juncture the Rev. Kuhns declared that he
would exert every effort to right any conditions
that were wrong anywhere within his church, and,
turning to the other clergymen asserted that it
was incumbent upon all of them to do this for it
was evident that there was cause for complaint in
some quarters and that the State Council had 'the
goods' (Nebraska state Council of Defense
Archives, 1917).
The Missouri Synod did toward the end of 1917, in its
English language journal, Lutheran Witness, endorse
previously forbidden practices in an effort to stave off
charges made against the church of slacking and even
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treason.

In the 25 December 1917 issue of the Lutheran

Witness, the editor encouraged synod members to stop
resisting and show the service flags in parochial schools
and churches, listen to American Red Cross presentations
during the parochial school day, and even buy war loan
stamps at the church and school grounds (Lutheran witness,
25 December, 1917).

This recommendation, entitled "stop,

Look, and Listen", was a complete change of position and
doctrinal practice, and as such was a remarkable reaction to
public opinion and war hysteria.

The editor subsequently

received volumes of negative responses from Missouri Synod
clergy and laity.

His reaction to this was to note "When a

new situation arises, the majority can almost absolutely be
counted upon to be dead in the wrong" (Graebner, 1965).
In all of these actions and reactions, the pietists and
the liturgicals were reacting to the outpouring of
overwhelmingly negative public opinion and state policy
directed against their German language parochial schools,
and even the concept of parochial education itself.

In so

doing, two very different responses were displayed.

Both

responses used symbols to justify their positions and
reactions.

The three symbols analyzed in this study were

myths, metaphors, and scenarios.
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Myths
Myths are symbols used to provide explanations,
reconcile contradictions, and resolve dilemmas (Cohen,
1969).

The German Lutherans in Nebraska were experiencing a

number of negative explanations, contradictions, and
dilemmas.

The German Lutherans in Nebraska reacted by

displaying two general types of myths--one by the pietists
and the other by the liturgicals.
Pietistic myths centered on Americanization.
Americanization fostered reactions among these German
Lutherans that were intended to prove current politically
correct loyalty, abandonment of former divisive doctrines
and practice, and inclusion within the mainline PanProtestant paradigm.

The new denominational name "United

Lutheran Church of America" marked the first attempt to
display a decidedly "American" emphasis.

Prior to this, and

currently within the liturgical experience, Lutheran
denominations took their names from states or regions.

The

name "America" had heretofore never been part of any German
Lutheran denominational title (Nelson, 1975).

The rapid

abandonment of the German language, adoption of the English
language, and transfer of sentiments from parochial to
public education provided the myth that these souls were now
purified from their immigrant status and were now washed
clean and made acceptable within the American mainstream
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(Deitz, 1958).

A number of other actions "proved" inclusion

within the Pan-Protestant union.

Higher criticism,

developmental confessional evolution, social activism, use
of Sunday School, and unionism all had the effect of
displaying to themselves, and to those around them, symbols
that explained their inclusion within the mainstream,
removed barriers to unity, and resolved dilemmas created by
adverse public opinion and state policy.
Liturgical myths centered on steadfast faith in the
American creeds of liberty.

The liturgical German Lutherans

vainly attempted to maintain their language preference and
religious practices by clinging to guarantees of civil
liberties provided in the Bill of Rights.

The Missouri

Synod established a committee of its own (Synodical Council
of War) to respond to unjust measures brought against them
(Manley, 1964).

Liturgical German Lutherans petitioned

state and federal government agencies and elected officials
(Johnson, 1976).

They claimed freedom of speech and

religion (Meyer v. Nebraska, 1923).

They exercised rights

of freedom of the press in their denominational journals
(Die Abendschule, Der Lutheraner, Lutheran Witness).

A

spirited example can be seen in the Missouri Synod defense
of its parochial school system and its language of choice in
the case of Meyer v. Nebraska, 1922.

Counsel for the
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defense, in appealing the Nebraska state Supreme Court
decision to uphold the Siman Act, noted:
Now we ask in all candor, what is the 'exigency to
be met' which so concerns the public welfare and
is sufficiently vital thereto as to suggest a
reasonable necessity for the legislative act in
question? It would seem that the learned author
of the majority opinion (of the Nebraska State
Supreme Court) anticipated that question and in
answer thereto said:
'The salutary purpose of the statute is clear.
The legislature had seen the baneful effects of
permitting foreigners who had taken residence in
this country, to rear and educate their children
in the language of their native land. The result
of that condition was found to be inimical to our
own safety. To allow the children of foreigners,
who had emigrated here, to be taught from early
childhood the language of the country of their
parents was to rear them with that language as
their mother tongue. It was to educate them so
that they must always think in that language, and,
as a consequence, naturally inculcate in them the
ideas and sentiments foreign to the best interests
of this country.'
It is to be regretted that he made no attempt to
enumerate some of 'the baneful effects of
permitting foreigners, who had taken residence in
this country, to rear and educate their children
in the language of their native country.'
But again we ask, what are those 'baneful
effects?' Are we to understand that speaking the
language of his mother country is calculated to
make a foreign born citizen disloyal? Has that
been one of the 'baneful effects' on the millions
of English speaking foreigners who in the past,
flocked to our shores. If such 'baneful' results
follow, it would seem that we shall soon be
compelled to invent a new language and forbid the
use of all foreign languages, including English.
Let it be conceded that people of foreign birth
and speaking a foreign language exclusively have
been guilty of occasional acts calculated to
disturb the tranquility and repose of society.
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But that does not prove that the use of a foreign
language caused such 'baneful effects.' Loyalty
does not depend upon language nor upon the use of
a common language by the people of a country. All
history proves this. Dorr's Rebellion, Shay's
Rebellion, the Whiskey Rebellion and the Great
Rebellion were each and all launched and carried
forward by English speaking people; Benedict
Arnold's treasonable correspondence was conducted
in English; Aaron Burr's treasonable plot was
hatched in English; the proceedings in Judge
Lynch's court are always conducted in English; the
records of the Knights of the Golden Circle and
the Ku Klux Klan were kept in English; the
movements of every mob that has ever disturbed the
peace of any of our cites have been directed in
English; the inscription on the monument erected
to the memory of John Wilkes Booth in Alabama is
carved in English. will any sane man claim that
those things are due to the use of the English
language--that they are the 'baneful effects' of
the use of that tongue--that they would justify a
statute making it unlawful to teach that language?
The entire argument in the majority opinion as to
police power proceeds upon a forced assumption,
to-wit: that knowledge of spanish, French, Greek,
Latin, German, Swedish, or any other language,
together with acknowledge of English, is 'inimical
to our safety. '
Such a position will not stand the test of time or
of calm judgment when war psychology is less
potent and war passions have cooled (Meyer v.
Nebraska, 1922).
However, in most instances, such attempts failed.

Such

proclamations and claims were rejected almost out of hand as
pro-German propaganda and trickery.

The Supreme Court of

the State of Nebraska argued that freedom of speech referred
to political discussion, not the language in which that
discussion took place (Meyer v. Nebraska, 1922).

A seminary

professor for the Missouri Synod, Professor Friederich
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Bente, appeared before the united states senate in 1915,
urging the senate to embargo all war goods from any
combatant in Europe, an obvious swipe at England since
American goods were already restricted from German ports
because of the British blockade.

His address was well

received by neutralist legislators, but not all senators
were so impressed.

Bente remarked that Senator stone of

Missouri "was evidently impressed with the fact that, in
protesting, we are actuated not by Germanism, but by motives
moral and truly American" (Quoted in Graebner, 1965).
Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, however, sent off a far
different account to fellow war-hawk Theodore Roosevelt:
The German-American propaganda has become pretty
bad. We had them before the Foreign Relations
Committee the other day on the question of
prohibiting the export of munitions of war, when a
man from the Lutheran Theological Seminary in st.
Louis, named Bente, addressed us.
He had been born and brought up in Germany. He
had an accent so strong that you could tumble over
it, and he proceeded to lecture us on Americanism,
patriotism, what true Americanism was and what the
opinions of George Washington were.
Some of us
are not hypenates,--we are just plain Americans,-and the wrath of the members of the committee,
Democrats and Republicans, was pleasing to
witness.
I think they have overdone it . . . .
They are now engaged in telling us how loyal they
are to the united States (Quoted in Graebner,
1965).
These types of myths attempted to provide explanations,
reconcile contradictions, and resolve dilemmas as German
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Lutherans struggled with negative public opinions and state
policies toward themselves and their parochial schools.
Metaphors
Metaphors are described as symbols used to make
confusion comprehensible (Ortner, 1973).

Again, there were

pietistic and liturgical German Lutheran metaphors.
Pietistic metaphors consisted of proofs of
Americanization.

Adding the words "of America" to the

organizational name, dropping their German language services
and schools, closing their parochial schools, joining the
Pan-Protestant mainstream all had a way of saying, "We are
like you" (Haas, 1953).
Liturgical metaphors employed positive elements of
Germans in general and German Lutherans in particular.
Patriotic German Lutheran immigrants were highlighted in
denominational journals (Die Abdenschule, 1916-1918;
Lutheran Witness, 1916-1918).

Articles in these journals

made clear the German immigrant contribution.

A sample poem

noted that:
We did not corne as beggars
From our German Fatherland.
We had much with us
That was still strange and unknown here.
And then a beautiful crown of rich fields
Was created out of the thick woods,
Out of the desolate, monotonous wastes,
Germans were present there!
Therefore, we stand proudly on this ground
Which our strength wrestled from the wilderness.
Where would this Union be
If a German had never come here?
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As in the days of the civil War,
Indeed, at the first cry of peace,
We may say undisputed,
There were also Germans there!
(Quoted in Graebner, 19Q5)
These metaphors made confusion about German immigrants
and German Lutherans comprehensible.

Pietists stressed the

Americanized values now heIdi the liturgicals to a lesser
degree did as well, especially when exercising their civil
liberties, but to a greater extent when emphasizing the
positive character of the German immigrant.

In either case,

the attempt was made to project the comforting image that
German Lutheran immigrants now in the state of Nebraska need
not be feared, but instead valued and appreciated (Graebner,
1965).
scenarios
scenarios are symbols used to provide direction for
action in uncharted and seemingly unchartable terrain
(Ornter, 1973).

German Lutheran immigrants in Nebraska were

receiving massive amounts of negative public opinion and
state intrusion.

steps were necessary to alleviate such

negative repercussions.
Divergent scenarios were devised.

The pietists dropped

their parochial schools, language, and confessional emphasis
(Damm, 1963; Nelson, 1975).

Debate in their circles

centered on the emphasis between "American" and "Lutheran",
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with Americanism ultimately being the symbol used to provide
future direction (Haas, 1953).
The liturgicals adopted two scenarios:

First, they

challenged--within the bounds afforded by the government
itself, and therefore not sinful disrespect--oppressive
measures taken against them by individuals and the state
(Damm, 1963).

Second, they encouraged their membership to

gradually adopt some activities and practices demanded of
them so long as scripture was not violated (Lutheran
Witness, 25 December 1917).

Therefore, the Missouri Synod

vigorously defended their parochial schools (Meyer v.
Nebraska, 1923), but did some things like eliminate the word
"German" from their original denominational name (Damm,
1963).
It was interesting to note that not all German Lutheran
immigrants were interested in accepting these scenarios.

A

small number totally refused to accept these recommendations
and instead defiantly clung to their German identity.

For

example, in examining the congregational records at one
German Lutheran congregation in Nebraska during the war
years of 1917 through 1918, it was noted that six of the
thirty-two children born in that time frame were named
"Wilhelm" or "Wilhelmine", the name of the German Kaiser
(st. Paul's Lutheran Church centennial, 1980).
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Summary
German Lutheran immigrants to Nebraska acted to
preserve themselves as they experienced negative public
opinion and state intrusion in an era of perceived crisis.
However, two divergent paths were taken.
Pietistic elements chose to become Americanized.

They

willingly, openly, and quickly adopted Pan-Protestant
ethics; English language; social activism; unionism; and
most notably for this study, abandonment of their parochial
school system.

They adopted these symbols deliberately, in

an effort to prove their loyalty to America, their rejection
of their German origins, and their desire to be perceived as
acceptable in the American mainstream (Haas, 1953).
Liturgical elements chose to use the structures
provided for legitimate protest to resist negative public
opinion and state intrusion.

To a lesser extent, however,

they also attempted to prove their "American" qualities and
character, even to the point of abandoning their previous
name and certain doctrinal stands.

Using freedoms of

religion, speech, and press, they attempted to prove their
loyalty and their value to their adopted country (Johnson,
1966).

They retained far greater confessional emphasis;

shunned the Pan-Protestant mainstream; and most noteworthy
for this study, defended and maintained their parochial
school system (Damm, 1963).
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Throughout both efforts, symbols were used to provide
meaning, clarity, and predictability.

The pietists used

symbols consistent with their newly adopted philosophy and
country--amalgamation, consensus, compliance, and reform.
The liturgicals used symbols consistent with their long-held
philosophy and confessions--to defend Lutheran doctrinal
principles and practice, to appeal to the creeds of the
united states for deliverance, and to resist state
intervention within the bounds prescribed by law.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS, OBSERVATIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to examine public opinion
and state policy in regard to parochial education during an
era of perceived national crisis--in this case, 1915-1925.
Formation of public opinion was analyzed.
investigated.

state law was

The organized response of communities

affected by such policies, opinions, and state regulation
was also investigated.
This study used content analysis to examine documents
regarding the questions of policy and organized reaction.
The symbolic frame was used to provide an analysis of the
competing interests in the state as attempts were made to
regulate German Lutheran parochial education.

Such a

framework helped to explain the varying degrees of
resistance and compliance within the affected community.
Applications of the symbolic approach were used to determine
the frame's capacity to explain and predict the evolution of
policy formation and reaction in regard to nonpublic
education during an era of perceived national crisis.
Research Question 1
Public opinion and Nebraska state policy acted not only
to oversee, but also to attempt to eliminate, German
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language Lutheran elementary schools.

Symbols were used by

the Allies, the Anglophile financial and industrial powers
within American society, and the national and state
governments to dehumanize the German element in the world
order.

Such symbols were used primarily to lead the nation

into war against Germany, but they also served to inflame
the passions of a xenophobic society against German
immigrants, and their schools, within the state.
Research Question 2
Two different approaches were used by German Lutheran
immigrants in Nebraska as they attempted to cope with
negative public opinion and state intrusion.
The pietistic element used symbols to show their
Americanization, adoption of Pan-Protestant ethics, and
loyalty to their new homeland.

The liturgical element used

symbols to show their appreciation of American values and
creeds, and their worth as citizens.

Primarily, however,

the liturgicals used symbols to show their continuing
devotion to Lutheran confessional doctrine and practice.
Summary of the Findings
Public opinion and state policy can be easily
manipulated by sources of power in society, especially in
eras of perceived crisis.

The government, the church, the

media, and business interests use symbols to bring meaning
out of chaos, clarity out of confusion, and predictability
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out of mystery in efforts to best serve their purposes.

The

shapers of public opinion and state policy in the state of
Nebraska, from 1915-1925, used symbols to describe threats
·to the state, label the enemy, and provide a course of
action to preserve their norms.

Their efforts were

extremely successful, and the enemy--German Lutheran
immigrants in this case, were forced to react.
German Lutheran immigrants, in turn, used symbols to
respond.

One branch, true to its adopted pietistic

philosophical base, developed symbols to reform itself into
something more suitable to society.

They adopted a Pan-

Protestant ethic that, among other things, lead them to
abandon their elementary parochial school system.

This

precise move, however, had significant and long-ranging
implications.

without their elementary parochial system,

their membership gradually lost their confessional identity.
As a result, this branch of Lutheranism became much more
closely associated with the Calvinistic Pan-Protestant
mainstream in the united states.

Both Damm (1963) and

Kersten (1970) posit that the abandonment of their parochial
school system was at the root of such a development.
The second branch, true to its historic liturgical
base, developed symbols to emphasize its value and held to
secular and theological confessional creeds.

They retained

their confessional ethic, that among other things, lead them
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to fight for and retain their elementary parochial school
system.
These reactions fit well into Edelman's symbolic uses
of politics (1964).

He noted that people read their own

meanings into situations that are unclear or emotionally
provocative.

It is characteristic of large numbers of

people in society to see and think in terms of stereotyped
generalities and oversimplifications, that they cannot
recognize or tolerate ambiguous and complex situations, and
that they accordingly respond chiefly to symbols that
oversimplify and distort.

This form of behavior is

especially likely to occur where there is insecurity
occasioned by failure to adjust to real or perceived
problems.

Emotional commitments to symbols are associated

with contentment and quiescence regarding problems that
would otherwise arouse concern.

Active demands for fewer

political restrictions on action are not always operative.
They are, rather, functions of comparisons and contrast with
reference groups, usually those not far removed in socioeconomic status.

This was certainly evident in the

divergent reactions of pietistic and liturgical German
Lutherans in Nebraska.

Finally, such phenomena (the

supplying of meaning in vague situations, stereotypes,
oversimplification, and political quiescence) are in large
part associated with social, economic, or cultural factors
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affecting large segments of the population.

They acquire

political meaning only as group phenomena (Edelman, 1964).
Conclusions and Further Direction in Research
Symbols are powerful instruments that can be called
upon to appeal to the positive and negative elements of
human nature.

This world has seen incomprehensible horror

in wars, persecutions, holocausts, and genocides as symbols
were manipulated to feed hate and violence.

This world has

also seen stunning achievements as symbols were effectively
developed for the common good.
In this study, a symbolic analysis of educational
policy and reaction in a selected state, 1915-1925, was
made.

Symbols were used to flare hatred and mistrust.

Symbols were used to encourage civil liberty.

Symbols were

used to show worth and value.
Future research could lie along several paths.

There

would be value in studying the two branches of Lutheranism
in America long after this turbulent era.

What symbols are

now used?

What educational emphasis does each branch

maintain?

What impact did earlier scenarios have on

subsequent doctrine and practice?

To what extent do the

liturgicals still maintaining parochial schools today
practice previously condemned Pan-Protestant ethics in order
to attract and retain students?
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There would be value in examining other symbols used to
form public opinion and policy, especially as they might
relate to public and nonpublic educational systems.

What

images are being used long after this time of crisis to
persuade?

Who is doing the persuading?

Who is advantaged

and who is disadvantaged by such opinions and policy?
There would be ongoing value in studying the roles and
relationships between the state and deviants wishing to
operate educational systems apart from the common schools.
To what extent can and should the state regulate such
schools, instructors, and curricula?

To what extent should

nonpublic systems allow the state to regulate their
educational efforts?

If the state has a compelling interest

in regulating parochial schools, does it therefore have a
corresponding fiscal responsibility to also fund such
schools?

If the state is constitutionally prohibited from

funding parochial, sectarian educational systems or their
clients, does it therefore forfeit its compelling interest
in regulating such schools in any capacity?
Finally, there would be value in determining to what
degree symbols are perceived in society today.

Do

individuals and groups realize the extent to which they can,
and may well be, manipulated?
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The better society recognizes symbols, and their
intended uses, the more effectively enlightened policies can
be developed for the public good and individual liberty.
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APPENDIX A

LETTER OF PERMISSION TO USE MATERIAL
HELD BY THE UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
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UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY
1m cooaumuT
OMAHA. NEMAIKA lillIe
(t021271·3305

DONALD D. SNOODV

IWWIIA MUIIlUU 51FMCU

June 19, 1992
File: 5-13-1

Mr. John R. F..eue
6200 North O..acle '272
Tuclon, AZ 85704

Dell.. M... F..... e:
Pe ..mll./on II he ..eby granted to ule the adve ..t/llament to Fa ..me... &
Mechanlci In Nebraska and the map of the ..all ..oad In 1867 In your d/sse .. tatlon.

P..oper c ..edlt II "UnIon PacIfIc MUleum CollectIon."
SIncerely.

;-;,

Don snoddy-{jf l
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